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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to study the relationship between the four major
leadership styles. i.e. directive. participative. achievement-oriented and supportive
and relate these to the work satisfrtction of employees in a selected private and public
organ ization in Bangkok. The study employed u questionnaires. which was
administered to 200 employees of Ministry or Interior and 200 employees of Bangkok
Bank

I,imited. and

388 questionnaires were entirely collected

back.

188

questionnairt:s from Ministry of Interior and all 200 from Bangkok Bank Limited.
The descriptive statistical tools of Independent-Sample T-Test. Average Weighted
Mean. MA NOV A and Pearson Correlation Coefficient. were used to analyze the
statement of the problems and the hypotheses. The findings showed that there were
significant differences in demographic profiles. age and length of service. For the
remaining factors. sex. educational attainment and position. there were no significant
differences in the respondents· profiles. The findings of the study showed two
interesting aspects. One. that higher educational level result in lower overall work
satisfaction. especially in terms of recognition and reward. Second. that it was not
those who had the longer work experience who were most satisfied. but those who
had worked for a period or 5-6 years.
Some recommendations that the researcher can make based on the findings are
rnon: participation. and that leaders need to share more information with their
employees. The two organizations also need to offer meaningfu l rewards and better
training opportunities to increase their productivity.
II
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CHAPTER I
GENERALITIES OF THE STUDY

I.I Introduction to the Study

Many organizations face new chal lenges and these challenges have increased
with the advent of the millenium. Some of these challenges are caused by changes in
sm.:ieties. markets. customers. environmental concerns but more so by the increased
demands placed on managers by governments. society. and business. All successful
organizations depend on effective leadership. This can impl y tlrnt wi thout effc<.: tive
leadership. organi 7.ations may bl:!comc ineffectivt: and subsequent!) f'a il.
Thi s vicv. suggests that managers an: clear!) responsible for the success or
lailurc or their orgm1 izations. It also implies that they haw a strong influence on the
outcomes. both from products and people. To this end. organizations spend vasl
amounts or money on the training and development or their workforces and a great
deal of this mone) is specificall y spent on enhancing the leadership skil ls ol" its
managers.
Leadership has probabl y het.:n writtt:n about. formall y researched and
informal! > discussed more than

an~

other topi<.: 1n tht: area of managemen t. For

decaJi..:s. researchers have focused on whether thi..: task or person oriented style:. or a
com hi nation of the two. is the most effecti ve. An abundance or evidence points out to
the fac1 tha1 .. the one best way .. of leadership docs not exist in all si tuations. 1-'ielder
( I96 7) was thi..: first to agree that the most effective outcomes arc achkved when
sit uatio nal variables infl uence leadership stylt:.

However. organizations do not only compose of leaders. They have. to a large
extent. people who are responsible for carrying out the day to day functions.
Organizations are made up of people. and while the organizations may be credi ted
with ct:rtain actions. those actions are actually taken by people. Therefore it can be
said. that human resources. aside from leaders. are also one of' the ma_1or keys to
success.
Much has been written about satisfaction. but relati vcly Iittk is understood.
One thing is certain. however. and that is that there is very little that satisfied people
cannot accomplish. and there is relatively little that unsatisfied peopl e will
accomplish. The motivation challenge of an organization's leaders is extremely
complex. Employees enter an organization with very different needs. personality
traits. leve ls or tcxmal education. aptitudes. interests. and ot her attributes. They most
certainly have d ifferent expectations of their empl oyer and ditfrrent views

or what

their employer has a right to expec.:t of them . These differences provide leaders their
greatest opportunity lo hecome effecti ve motivators and also open up to them the
greatest risk of failing the motivational cha llen ge.
The economic downturn in 1997 has led lo changes in the way hum an
resources are managed in Thailand. As man y Thai companies have gone out of
husiness and the unemployment ratt continued to rise. many human resource
activities hegan to sh rink hecaust

or

the decrease in HR hu.dgets and corporate

downsizi ng. Howeve r. sine<:.' the beginning of 200 I. thert' have heen some fovmahle
developments despite industry-widl' hardships. In a n attempt to survi ve local ly and
glohalJ:-. many Thai compani es nov" pay more attention to their human resources. Tht>
manufacturing industries. for instance. ha ve heen fr>reed to retrain hoth thei r managers
und

suhordinatcs to

meet

th e

International

Standard s Organizat ion' s (ISO)

requirements. There is also evidence of increased retraining of managers and stall to
')

'

accommodate the nevv organizational structures. technology. and management styles
that have come through restructuring. Cultural awareness training is also on the rise as
a result of increased foreign investment in Thailand (ASTD. 200 I).

1.2 Ob_jectives of the study

The ohjective of this thesis was to study the relationship hetwcen the four

nrn1or leadership styles. i.e .. directive. participative. achievement-oriented. and
supportive. and relate these to the work satisfaction ol' employees in a selected private
and puhlic organization in Bangkok. The researcher assumed Ihm organizations in the

two sectors. i.e .. pri vate and puhlic operate under very diflcrent environmental and
managerial frameworks. For instance. leaders in the puhlic st:ctor t:ncounter more
restrictions and are limited in their decision-making and capacity for change. Leaders
in the pri vate sector however. em:ountcr less of' such restriction s. Hence. the study
also served as a hasis of comparison for wh> certain leadership styles work better in
the diverse organizational climates evident in the private and publ ic sectors.

*

1.3 Statement of the Problem

The study investigated the four leadership styles: directivi:. participative.
achievement-oriented. and supportive. and related these to the work satisfaction of
employees in a private and public sector firm in Bangkok. The researcher sought to
answer the following 4uestions:

I)

What is the profile of the employees wo rking in the se lected organizations in
lt:rms or
I.I Age
I .] Sex

...,
)

l .3 Educational Attainment
I .4 Position
1.5 .Joh function

1.6 Length of service

Are there diffrrences in the demographic profiles of respondents in the two
sectors. puhlic and private. chosen for this study?

.).

What are the perceptions ol' the respondents in terms of the leadership style
employed hy their direct superior vvith regards w
3.1 Directiw

.1.::: Participati ve
.1.3 Achievement-oriented

3.4 Supportive

4.

Are there significant differences in the perception uf leadership styles
employed hy superiors in the two sector.;''

°'~'ft>@

v1at1'e1'6\~
5.

What are the perceptions of rcsponc.Jents on work sat isfact ion with regard s to
5.1 Pav

5.::: Recognition and reward

5.3 The Joh Itself
5.4 Promotional Opportunities
5.5 Work Environment

6.

Are there significant differences

111

the levels of work satisfaction of

respondents in the two sectors?

7.

What is the relationship of the demographic profiles of respondents to work
satisfaction?

8.

What is the relationship of leadership style to work satisfaction '!

1.4

Scope of the Study

\JERS

Tl1L' study is confined to the relationship hetween leadership styles as

percei ved by respondents. and their work satisti.tction in the two sectors. public and
pri vate. !-'or the purpos<: of this study. a private sector firm is taken as one which is
owned hy shareholders and whose shares are listed under the Stock Lxchange of
Thailand. /\ puhl ic organization is taken to mean a government undertak ing. who llyowned and managed hy the Thai government.

l.S

Limitations of the Study :

This study was limited to the perception of leadership styles and their
relationship to work satisfaction. The past four years have extracted a ht:a\') loll on
Thai firm s and the impact of the recession has heen felt in all 4uarters. Severa l firm s

un:

110\.\

undergoing a process of restructuring <rnd the uncertainty relatt:cl to th<: latter.

might account for some inconsi stencies in the responses of the samples.

1.6

Significance of the Study

l i pon completion of the study. the researcher hopes that it would he henefici al
lo the following parties:

I.

Managers would he better ahk to understand the perception of' their
subordinates towards their leadership style.
The impact of leadership style on work satisfaction of suhordinates would he
apparent.

.\ .

Managers might he ahle to better comprehend the factors related to the work
satisfaction of the subordinates directh reporting to them.

4.

The study could help add to the body uf literature on Thai leadership styles

and their impact on subordinates work satisfaction.
5.

Above all. the researcher hopes that this study will help develop a series of
rernmmendations that could be useful frw further research in the area of
leadership as well us aid nev. supervisors

111

understanding their subordinates

heller.

I. 7 Definitions of Terms
Demographic factors : Refers to age. sex. educational attainment. job function. and

length

or service.

Leader : A person responsible for achieving objectives through the work of others

and for building and maintaining a team of which he or she is a matter.
Leadership : A process of" influencing individuals and groups to act towards the

attainment of a goal( Durham & Pierce. 1989)
Leadership Styles : It is the perceived approaches and behaviors a manager uses lo

influence others. It 1s the recurring pattern of behavior exhibited b\

(I

leader

(Schermerhorn. I 996)
Directive Style: The extent to which a leader Jets subordinates know what is expected

of them. schedules work to he done. and gives specific guidance as to hov. to
accomplish wsks (House and Mitchell. 1974).

Participative Style: The extent to which a leader consults with subordinates and uses

their suggest ions before making a decision (House und Mitchell. I 974 ).
Achievement-Oriented Style: The extent to which a leader sets challenging goals

and expects subordinates to perfrmn at their highest level (House and Mitchell. 1974 }.
Supportive Style : The extent to which a leader is J"riendly and shows concern for the

needs of subordinates (House and Mitchell. 1974).
Work Satisfaction : The degree to which a person feels positi vely or negatively

about his job.
Supervisor: A Jirst-levd manager who has dire<.:! authorit y over employees. Hetshe

n:ports to a middle-l evel manager. In a go vernment organi zation. this role is generall:;.
assumed hy C4-C6 officials.

!

CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

The literature presented in this chapter is divided into four sections. The first
deals with I ,ead<::rship Theories. the second with theories related to work satisfaction.
and the third surveys the linkage hetween leadership and work satisfaction. and the
final section deal s with leadership styles in a variety of cultural settings.
I ,eadership is a key element f'or the functioning of any organization.

l ,eadership as an area of research has been formally and inti.mnally dis<.:ussed more
than any other area of management. By one count. more than

~000

cmpiricul

investigations have heen conducted into lead ership ( Stogdill ( l 974 ). So why study
leadership and why have there heen so man) studies in the past '! The ansv..'er is
simple : in <.:ertain situations leadership is important. even critical ( lvanccvich and
Matteson. 1999).
Several difkrenl schools of thoughts have prevailed simultaneously since the
very heginning

or leadership study.

Earlier research tended to explain kadership in

lerms of' either the person or the environment. It is only during the past few decades
that researchers havt' tended to vie"' leadership as an aspect of role differentiation or
as an outgrowth of the interaction process.

Theories of Leadership :
I ,eadership theories can he divided int(i liiur ma_jor types: Type 1: Tht· <ircat

Man School. Type IJ: Behavioral Theories. Type 11 J Situational Theories and Type

IV : Newer Theories in Leadership. For the purpose of this study. a hrief review of
only the relevant theories is presented in the following sections.

Type I : Great Man Theories:
The first phase of leadership included the great man and the trait theories of
leadership and these were popular prior to 1945. (ienerally the he lief was that great
men inherited their leadership sk ills. and that great leaders were horn. not made. Early
writers helieved that leadership was hased on the notion that hi story is shaped by the
leadership of great rnan(Bass. 1990). The author cited the examples of great men:
Moses when led the .Jews out of Egypt. ( 'hurchill as a leader of rhe Allied troops in
World War II. Current day great men are transformational leaders such as Lee lacoccu
and Martin Luther King. Additionally many people consider Pope .John Paul. leader or
the Roman Catholic Church. a ·great man '.

-

/\s with the great man theories. the trait theories generally assumed that
leaders are horn not made (Stogdill. 1974). These traits proclaimed that certa in inhnrn
qualiti es makt: a person a leader. Th e theory stipulatt:d that if rest:a rchers could
deve lop a way to identify and measure thost: inhorn leadership quali ties. organizations
might succeed in identifying leaders from non leaders (H ersey and Blanchard . l 988 ).
The refore going hy this assumption. only those with inborn lead ersh ip qualities could
he trained.
The trait theories have identified the !()]lowing traits as inborn leadership
qualities: tireless energy. uncanny fort:sight. irresistahle persuasi ve powers and
penetrating intuition (Yuki. 1989). lht: lahk :?.. l depicts the tra its associated with
I ,eadership Effecti veness:

Table 2.1 Traits Associated with Leadership Effectiveness:

lntelligenc1::

Personalit y

Abilities

.Judgement

Adaptability

Ahility to enli st cooperation

Ikc is i vcness

Alertness

Cooperativeness

Knowledge

Creativity

Popularity and prestige

Fluency of speech

Personality integrit y Sociability (i nterpersonal ski ll s)
Self-Confidence

Social participation

Emotional balance

Tact. diplomacy

Independence

Source: Ac/pated jiwn Bernard M. Bass. .\'fof.!.dill's 1-/andhook o{ f,eadership (/v'ew
fork. I WOJ p;>. ...,5_ ""6

Despite some success however. the nrnssiw research efforts

or th e

l 930s mid

40s foil ed to identify any traits that guarantee leadership success {Stogdill. 1974 ).

Type 11 Behavioral Theories :
The second phase of leadership was related to behavioral theorists. These wert·
111 l~wo ur

between I 945 and the mid 1960s. The major research in the area were the

Ohio State Studies. the Michigan Studies. Liker!· s hlur System Management and the
Managerial (i rid . Most of the tht:ories e mphasi sed ei ther a job-cen tred o r a personcent red leade rsh ip style. See Fi g ure 2.1 hclow:

! ()

M.~40
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e... J

I

Leader's Behavior

Outcomes

'---->--------~'-----~-----'

Figure 2.1 Behavioral models
Source : Huchanan and Huc::ynski. J<)<,r

The Ohio State Studies :

\JERS

In 1945. the Bureau of Business Research at Ohio State University organ ized
the Ohio State Leadership Studies. This constituted one of the largest and most
comprehensive research programs in the llelds of Industrial and Organizational
Psychology (Saal et al. 1995 ). In order
behavior. the researchers constructed

LO

collect relevant data ubout a leader·s

<J J ,eader

Behavior Description Questionnaire.

This Instrument included descriptive statements that were assigned to one of the nine
dimensions or categories of leader behavior as postulated hy the researchers.
Subsequently. the nine categories were factor analysed and reduced to four. then
eventually

to

two ··consideration .. and ··initiating structure..{Shartle. 1956 ).

It was <luring these studies that Ohio State researchers began to plot the two
dirm:nsions of leadersh ip. initi ating stnrctun: and consideration on a two dimentional
grid. TIK' grid yield ed four quadrants with each dimension ha ving a high and lov.
measure.
Initiating structure refers to tht' extent to \Nhich u leader is likely

lo

define und

structure his/her role and those of suhordi nates in the search for goal attainmt:nt. It
includes behavior that attempts to organi ze work. work relationships. and goals. The
leader characteri zed as high in initiating structure could he described as someone who

St. Gabriel's Librarv Au
~

'

assigns group members to particular tasks. expects workers to maintain definite
standards of performance. and emphasizes the meet ing of deadlines (S hart le . 1956)
Consideration is described as the extent to which a person is like ly to have job
relationshi ps that are characterized by mutual trust. respect for subordinates' ideas.
and regard for their feeling s. He or she shows concern for frillower's comfort. we llbeing. status. and satisfaction. A leader high in consideration could he described as
oni: who helps subordinates with personal problems. is friendly and approachable. and
treats all su bordinates as equal.
The researchers hypothesized that the most e1Tective leadership style was both
high in consideration and high in initiation structure (Jago. 198 2 ). However the
findings were mixed. Nine other studies revealed that this style produced less than
maximum result s. Korman ( l 966) for instance. friund that con sideration correlated
positively with effective performance whik initiating structure correlated negatively
with effectiveness.

Leadership Grid Behavior:

This behavior is the combination of leadership concern for Lask and people.
Thi s matrix is developed hy Blake and Mouton ( 1977) who identified five leadership
styles. A grid serves as a basis f(.)r understanding this theory . The horizontal axis
represi::nts thi:: degree of concern for production. the vertical axis shows the leaders·
concern for people. Each is divided into a 9 point scale. with l be ing the lo west
possible point and 9 being the highest level o!" concern .

The I. I style: The leader displ ays a lovv level of concern for production( I ) and low
level of concern

l(H·

people( J ). He established minimum goals. expends Jittk t:ffort

and displays no contro l. with minimum standards.

St Gabriel's Librar.v~ An

The 9. I leader is Lask oriemed. or autocratic. The leader displays a high level of
concern for production(9) and a low concern for people( I )

The I. 9 leader is a person oriented leader who displays a lov.: concern for production
(I) and a high concern for people(9)

The 5.5 leader is a middle of the road type who displays an average. but equal concern
for people and production.

The 9.9 style represents a super manager who displays a high level of concern for
production(9) and people(9).

The Managerial (irid has nine possible posi tions along each ax is. creating 81
different positions in which the leader's style muy fall.
produced hut. rather the dominating
results.

f~tctors

It does not shov. results

in a leader's thinking in regard to getting

lJnfortunately. the (irid oHers a helter framework for conceptualiz ing

leadership style than for presen ting any tangihle nev. infornrntion in clarifying the
leadership quandary. since there is little substanti ve evidem:c to support the
conclusion that the 9.9 style is best in all situations. Figure 2.2 below illustrates the
Managerial (]rid :

l 'J

' ,,

High

8

7
6
())

a.
0
())

5

0.

2
c
\j)

(.)

c

4

0

u
.1

..,

4

Lov,

l,ow

6

7

High

Concern for Produc tion

Figure 2.2 The Managerial (Leadership) Grid

9

*

Source: Hlake. R.R .. and Mouton. JS (I <r~1 The Manuxeriu/ Grid. <iul/ l'uh/ishinj.:.
Houston.

Type 111 : Situational Leadership Theories:

These theories f()Cu s on the interaction of a leader to the circumstances (task.
maturity. and other variables) at a given time. There are several well- known theories.
the most popular being Fiedler·s Contingency Model. and House·s Path Goal Model.

lt.i

SL Gahdefs Librar_v, Au

According lo lvancevich and Matteson( 1999) each of the above models
assumes that a leader's task and relationship behavior a1lects subordinate outcomes.

Fielder's Contingency Model:

Fielder ( 1967) argued that effectiveness of a given pattern of leader behavior
is contingent upon the demands imposed hy the situation. The earlier Ohio studies
identified leadership styles as initiating structure and consideration. Fielder referred to
them as task-oriented and relationship-oriented (Fielder. J 96 7 ).
Leadership style is measured hy the Leasf Preferred ( 'oworker Scale. an
instrumelll developed hy Fielder that assesses the degree of positive and negative
!eel ings held hy a person toward someone with whom she or he least prefers to work.
Lov. scores on the LPC are thought

to

reflect a task-oriented or controlling style. High

scores are associated with a relationship-oriented. or passive. cooperative style.
Fielder ( l 967) proposed three factors which determine how favorable the
leadership environment is. or the degree of situational fovorahlcness. Leader-member
relations refers to the degree of confidence and trust. the followers have in their
leader. This is the most important factor. Task structure is the second most important
factor and refers to the extent to which the tasks the followers are categorized in. are

structured. Position power is the final factor and refors to the power inherent in the
leadership position. Generally greater authority equals greater position power.
Fielder contended that good memher relation. high position power. and high
task structure. constitute the most favorahk position for the leader. Poor relations.
lov. degree of structure. and weak position power represent the le<.1st favorable
situation. See Figure 2.3 below:

Contingency Factors

Situations

G
l;isk Slr11cl111t<

()0()0 t)
I

I

I

Mosl L;-1vo;at>lr·

Figure 2.3 FiedJer's Contingency Model of Leadership
Source: Fiedl<!/'. F (/ 96 7) A Them}' o/Leud<!/'ship Effel'liveness..McC!ruw-Hill .
.Vn1· }'ork

Fielder's model and research have elicited hoth support and criticism (T!:!pper
ct

al. 1994). Some researchers have called attention to the questionahlc measurement

of the LPC. finding its reliability and validity to be low. Despite supporters and
detractors. Fielder's contingency model has made significant contributions to the
study and application of leadership principles.

1h

The Path-Goal Model
Like other situational theories. the path-goal model attempts to predict
leadership effectiveness in different situations. According to this model. leaders are
effective because of their positive impact on followers' motivation. ability to perform.
and satisfaction. The theory is designated path-goal because it focuses on how the
leader influences the followers' perception

or work-goals. self-development goals. and

paths to goal attainment (House. 197 l ).
The early path-goal work led to the development of a complex theory
involving l(iur specific styles
and achievement).

or leader behavior (directive. supportive.

participative.

The directive leader tends to let subordinates knovv what is

expected of them. The supportive leader treats subordinates as equals.

The

participative leader consults with subordinates and uses their suggestions and ideas
before reaching a decision. The achievement-oriented leader sets challenging goals.
expects subordinates to perhH"m at the highest

level. and continually seeks

.

improvement in performance.

...

The path-goal proposes that kader behavior will he motivational to the extent
that it helps subordinates cope with environmental uncertainties. A leader who is able
to reduce the uncertainties of the job is considered to he a motivator because he/she
increases the subordinate's expectations that their efforts will lead to desirable rewards
(House. l 971 ). Figure 2.4 shows House's Path-Cioal Theory.
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Figure 2.4 Path-Goal Model of Leadership
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Work Satisfaction

While many studies have investigated individual motivations and work
satisfaction. most of the studies seem to haw dealt with human motives as managerial
tools rather than as a means for gaining understanding
1978). Consequently. several theoretical models

or

or workers·

values (Super.

human motivation have been

developed and used as the basis f()r research in organizational behavior
Satisfaction is the attitude of an individual toward job related factors. while
morale is the combined attitudes of all work-group members. Unlike morale. which is

a group response. job satisfaction is strictly an individual response. Job satisfaction is
not a singular term. Ir was initially thought that people could have an overall feeling
of liking for a _job. ranging from ven lov. to very high. This is known as global job
lH

satisfaction. Muchinsky ( 1990) stated that there are many factors that contribute lo
hmv a person feels about a job. for instance. co-workers. pay. supervision. working
conditions. and types of work. It is possible for a worker to be dissatisfied with
specific ··facets .. of his or her work. but still report an overall sense ofjoh satisfaction.

Theories of Work Satisfaction
The lasting power of early lessons is partly why modern managers continue to
he influenced hy classical management theories. Porter & Steers. ( 1991 ) listed these

theories : Masl<w/s need-hierarchy theory. Alderfer"s ER() theory. Herzberg·s twofactor theory. McClleland"s need achievement theory. Vroom·s valence-expectancyforce theory. and Adams· Equity Theory.

Maslow's Need Hierarchy Theory:
Maslov..·s theory ( 1954) has much of its philosophic<Jl rationale
personality theory proposed some years ago

Hierarchy

<~f

111

111

a

1954 and it was known as "The

11eeds" model. According to this framework. man is a need-oriented

organism. with the needs arranged in a hierarchy from lowest to highest as shown in
Figure 2-).

I~)

Figure 2.5: Maslow's Need Hierarchy
Self-Actualization
Self-Esteem

Social Needs
Safetv Needs
"

Physiological Needs

Source: A. /-1. 1'vloslow. Motivation and Personality. Harper & Row. J\.'. Vork.. I 95-1.

According to Maslow .. these live needs are arranged in a hierarchy of
importance which he called prepotency. Higher-level needs are not imp011ant and are
not manifest until lower-level needs are satisfied. Once lower-level needs are
satisfied . needs at the next highest level emerge and influence behavior. The levels of
the need hierarchy are not rigidly separated but overlap to some extent. Thus. it is
possible for a higher-level need to emerge before a lower-level need is complete!)
satisfied. In fact.. Maslo\I\: estimated that average working adults have satisfied about
85 percent of their physiological needs. 70 percent of their safety needs . 50 percent of
their social needs. 40 percent of their self-esteem needs. and l 0 percent of their selfactualization needs. Although Maslovv never collected data to support these estimates.
numerous studies have found that lower-level needs are more satisfied than high~rlevel needs.
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The most popular refinement of Maslow· s theory is one proposed hy Clayton
Alderfer ( 1969). Based on a series of studies. Alderfer condensed Maslow·s need
hierarchy from five needs to just three. which he referred to as the ERG theory:
l. Existence Neetls. The existence needs refer to all forms of material and
physiological

factors

necessary

to

sustain

human

existence.

This

need

encompassed Maslovv·s physiological and safety needs.

Relatedness Neelk These needs include all socially oriented needs. which include
Maslovv" s social needs and parts of the safety and esteem needs .
.1. Growth Needs. Growth needs are those related to the development of human

potential. which includes MasloVv"s self-actualization plus the internally based
portion of self-esteem needs.
Alderfer agreed with Maslow that individuals tended to move up the hierarchy
as thev satisfied lower-level needs. However. Alderfer did not believe that one level
of' needs had to be satisfied before the next level need would emerge. All of the needs
could be simultaneously active for a given individual. Studies examining the ERG
theory using bank employees. nurses. and lik insurance personnel seem to suggest
that Maslov\ ·s theory can he condensed from Jive needs lo three. and that al I three
needs can be simultaneously active in motivating behavior (Alderfer. 1969).

Herzbcn:;'s Two-Factor Theory
Herzberg ( 1959) proposed the theory of.job satisfaction that has stimulated
most research in recent years and is known as the motivator-hygiene theory or lwoFactor Theory. This theory is based on the need-hierarchy theory. which is one of the
major theories on motivation. developed hy Abraham Maslow.
Herzberg. Mausner. and Snyderman ( l 959) conducted a study. which
originally dealt with job satisfaction among 203 engineers and accountants from th<.:'
)1

St Gabriel's Librarv Au
"
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Pittshurgh area. They conducted individual interviews. asking suqjects to descrihe
incidents that had led to feelings of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. The interviews·
contents were analyzed to further study their common themes or ideas. This was done
to determine:
•

What kinds of things

wen~

mentioned when people described the times they

were very satisfied.
•

What kinds of things were mentioned when people described the times they
were very dissatisfied. and

•

Whether there was any difference in what was described in each circumstance.
The results showed that certain factors were associated with high satisfaction

and others with dissatisfaction. The descriptions of good times include such things as:
achievement. recognition. advancement and responsibility. Descriptions of had times
were characterized by factors such as company policy. supervision. salary and
worki ng cond itions. Finally. Herzberg proposed the ··Two-Factor Theory .. from these
researches. He speci tied two sets of factors contributing to satisfaction or
dissatisfaction.
I. When Joh

Sati~faction

is present. adequately and positivdy in a job

situation. these factors cause a keling of' satisfaction in employees and a
!'unction of challenging. stimulating work activities or Joh Content; these
are called Motivator Factor..,·. These factors consist of the fol lowing:
*Achievement

* Recognition * The work itself * Responsibility and

* Advancement.
When Joh Satisfaction is present inadequately. then the Joh Context or

Hygiene Factors such as suitahk environment. proper supervision are not
present sufficiently. These are factors such as:

' l ')

L'

* Salary * Interpersonal

Relationship* Status* Company Policy and Administration * Working
Condition

* Security and * Supervision.

The group of goal-objects mentioned above. i.e .. salary. interpersonal
relations. status. company policy and administration. working conditions. security.
and supervision. called dissatisfiers cause dissatisfaction when unavailable. Having
the lower needs satisfied will not lead to satisfaction since these will be guaranteed by
one· s society. The best type of feelings that such need fulfillment can lead to is job
attitude neutrality. To be satisfied with <l job is basically a function of having the
higher-order needs satisfied since these are difficult to achieve. Not fulfilling these
needs \'>'ill not lead to job dissatisfaction. but rather to job attitude neutrality.
The two-factor theory has been

su~iected

to various experimental treatments

and the results have been suggestive but not conclusive. The problem Sl:!ems to lie not
in the basic concept. but in the choice of variables for analysis. The theory seems to
suffer most from its lack of a description of the specific order of motives. and for the
unfortunate choice of labels for the two classes of motives described. These labels
(hygiene and motivators) lead to the implication that

goal·o~jects

that appeal to

lower-order needs have no drive producing effect. that only goal-objects appealing to
the higher-order needs are ··motivators··. The major criticism would be that it has
over-emphasized the goal-objects available in work. and relatively neglected the
analysis of underlying human motives of pursuit for life satis1action.
Nevertheless. Herzberg·s theory is a reasonable one at the descriptive level. It
does a good job of describing what a manager might expect to find on average. One
valuable research line which continues to maintain the interest of investigators is the
diflerence between intrinsic or motivator. and extrinsic or hygiene factors. Herzberg
has had a positive effect on the research on .iob satisfaction. As a result of his theory.
variables are more clearly understood. the operations involved in measuring important
' J '!

'·'. ,_J

variables are more flexible about the meanmg of job satisfaction than they were
before.

Landy and Trumbo ( 1980) stated that on the whole. the theory is popular

among practitioners because it is pragmatic and straightforward.

McClelland's Three Motives

McClelland. another American theorist. suggested that three important
motives drive

workers:

the needs

j{)r achievement.

power. and affiliation

(McClelland. 195.1). Although McClelland has focused more recently on executives·
needs l'or power. he initially emphasized the need for achievement as fundamental in
explaining why some societies produce more than others (McClelland. l 961 ). For
example. in his famow; studies in India he found that entrepreneurs trained in the need
for achievement performed better than did untrained entrepreneurs (Hundal. 1971 ).

Equity Theory

-,...

~

Equity Theory is primarily a motivation theory. but it has some important
things to say about the causes of satistaction and dissatistaction. Adams ( 1959) argues
in this version of equity theory that satisfaction is determined by a person·s perceived
input-outcome balance in the following manner: the perceived equity of a person·s
rewards is determined by his input-outcome balance: this perceived equity. in turn.
determines satisfaction. Dissatisfaction results when perceived inequity exists. Thus.
satisfaction is determined by the perceived ratio of what a person receives from the
joh related to what a person puts into the job.
Lquity theory emphasizes the importance of other people·s input-outcome
balance in determining hov. a person \.Viii judge the equity of his own input-outcome
balance. Equity theory argues that people evaluate the fairness of their own input-

outcome balance hy comparing it with their perception of the input-outcome balance
of their "comparison-other'· (the person they wmpare with).
Adams (I 959) suggests that individuals weight their inputs and outcomes hy
their importance to the individual. Summary evaluation of inputs and outcomes are
developed hy separately summing the weighted inputs and weighted outcomes. In the
summation process. inputs and outcomes are treated as independent even though they
may he highly related (e.g. age and previous work !.!Xperience would he considered as
separate inputs). The ratio of an individual·s (called .. person"s"") outcomes

lO

input is

compared to the ratio of outcomes to input or another individual or grou p (called
··other··). Other may he a person with whom one is engaged in a direct exchange.
another individual engaged in an exchange with a wmmon third party. or person in a
previous or anticipated work situation. The selection of comparison others is
discussed in more detail below. The important consideration at this point is that a
person evaluates his or her outcomes and inputs by comparing them with those of
others.
Figure 2.6 illustrates that a person·s perception of what a reward level should
be is influenced by a number of factors (Lawler. 1977). Perhaps the most important
influence is perceived inputs. Thest: inputs such as education. previous work
experience. personality and characteristics. Outcomes are what one take from the
si tuation-for example. pay. benefits. working conditions. relationship with coworkers. and training opportunities. Each person has his or her own perception of the
value of these inputs and outcomes.

Figure 2.6: Model of the Determinants of Satisfaction
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l·:quity is said to exist whenever the ratio of person· s outcomes to inputs 1s
equal to the ratio of othet" s outcomes and inputs. See Figure 2. 7
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Figure 2. 7 Equitv Tlteorr
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Several important aspects of rhis definition should be recognized. Firsl. the
conditions necessary to produce equity or inequity are based on the individuar s
perceptions of inputs and outcomes. In behavioral terms. the

o~jective

characteristics

of' the si tuation arc of less importance than the person. s perceptions. Second. inequity
is u relative phenomenon. Inequity does not necessarily exist if the person has high
inputs or low outcomes as long as the comparison other lrns a similar ratio. Employees
may therel(H·e exhibit satisfaction on a job that demands a great deal and for which
they receive very little if their comparison other is in a similar position. Third.
inequity ex ists when a person is relati vely underpaid and relatively overpaid. It is the
implication of Adams· theory that has generated the most attention since i l suggests
that people will react in a counterintuitive lashion when they are overpaid. Research
~videncc

indicates. however. that the threshold frir underpayment is lower than that

associated with overpayment (Leventhal. Weiss. & Long. 1969). As might he
')l

expected individuals are somewhat more willing to accept overpayment

111

an

exchange relationship than they are to accept underpayment.

Vroom's Valence-Instrumentality-Expectancy Theory

Figure 2.8

Vroom's VIE Model of.Joh Motivation and Performance

Outcome Valence
Social Approval ( • J

Achievement ( +)
Promotion (-+-)

Level of
Performance

Expectancy

Pay(+)
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Source: Beck. Roher! C'.. (I CJCJOJ. Motivation Theories and Principles. (3th t'd.J. /1./ew
.Jersey: Prentice Hall.. p. 3-13

VI F Th eory assumes that peop le hase their acts on perception and beJ iefs.
although we need not anticipate any one-to-one relationships between particular
heliefs and specific behaviors (such as job behaviors). A specific example is Vroom·s
( I 964) theory. where ex pectancy is the perceived probabi Ii ty that a particu lar amount
of effort will result in a particular outcome (such as higher pay or promotion or other
positive factors). As Figure 2.8 illustrates. employees hold the expectancy that work
will lead to a certain level of performance. and that this performance will he
instrumental in achieving the long-term goal (promotion). If a person expects that
hard work will not produce a high level of performance. or that high performance wi ll
not achieve the goal. the percei ved instrumentality will he lov. and the person is not
likely to work very hard .

The Concept of Valance
VIE theory assumes that people hold preferences among various outcomes or
states of nature. For example. most people probably prefor. other things being equal. a
higher rate of pay for a particular job over a lower rate of pay. Here. pay level is the
outcome in question. and the preference for high pay over low pay reflects the
strength of the person· s basic underl yi ng needs state. Likewise. some people hold
preferences among different types of outcomes (as opposed to g.reakr or lesser
amounts of particular outcome). For example. many employees would seem to prefer
an opportunity lo work wi th other people. even when the only jobs ICaturing high
levels of social interaction entail less comfortable surroundings. lower pay. or some
other trade-off. The point is that people have more or less well -defined preferences for
the outcomes they derive from their actions.
Vroom uses the term ·· Vu/unce ·· to refer lo the affoctive (emotional)

orientations people hold with regard lo outcomes. An outcome is said to be positively
valant for an individual if she would prefer having it lo not havi ng it. For example. we
would say that a promotion is positively va lant for an employee who would rather be
promoted than not he promoted. Likewise. we say that an outcome whi ch a person
wuuld prefor to avoid has negatiw valence for her. or simply that it is negatively
valant. For example. fatigue. stress. and layoffs are three outcomes that are usually
negatively valant among employees. Finally. it is sometimes the case that an
employee is indifferent toward certain outcomes: in such cases. the outcome is said to
hold zero valance for that individual. The most important feature of people·s valances
concerning work-related outcomes is that they refer to the level of sati sfaction the
person expects to receive from. not from the rei:ll value the person actually derives
from them.
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Vroom ( 1964} suggested that we consider instrumentality as a probability
helief linking one outcome {performance level) to other outcomes. ranging from 1.0
(meaning that the attainment of the second outcome is certain if the first outcome is
achieved). through zero (meaning that there is no likely relationship between the
attainment of the first outcome and the attainment of the second outcome is certain
without the first and that it is impossible with it). Vroom showed that studies had not
found a strong relationship hetween satisfaction and performance: in fact most
studies had found a very low positive relationship between the two.
The third

m~jor

component of VIE Theory is referred to as expectancJ"

Expectancy is the strength of a person·s helief ahout whether a particular outcome is
possible. If a person helieves that he can achieve an outcome. he will he more
motivated

lo

try for it. assuming the other things are equal (the other things. consist of

the person"s beliefs about the valence of the outcome. which in turn. is determined hy
the person·s heliefs about the odds that the outcome will be instrumental for acquiring
and avoiding those things he either wishes to acquire or avoid. respectively).
Vroom ( 1964) spoke of expectancy hel iefs as act ion-our come associations
held in the minds of individuals_ and suggested that we think of them in probability
term ranging from zero (in the case where the person"s suhjective probability of
attaining an outcome is psychologically zero-··1 can't do it"") though to 1.0. indicating
that the person has no douht about his capacity to attain the outcome. In practice.
people· s estimates tend to range hetween these two extremes.
There are a variety of factors that contrihute to an employec·s expectancy
perceptions about various level of job performance. For example. his level of
confidence in his skills for the task at hand. the degree of help he expects to receive
from his supervisor and suhordinates. the quality of the materials and equipment
avai lab Ie. the a vai la bi Iity of pertinent information and control over sufficient hudgct.
JO

are common examples of factors that can influence a person·s expectancy bel iefs
a bout being able to achieve a particular level of performance. Prev ious success
ex perie nces at a task and a generally hi gh level of self-esteem also strengthen
expectancy beliefs (Lawler. 1973 ). The point is that an employee· s subjective
estimate or the odds that he can achieve a given level of perforrnance is determined by
a variety of factors. both within hi s own control a nd beyond it.
Vroom·s (1 964 } statement of VIE Theory left a number of questions
una nswered. Perhaps the most important or these concerned the origins of valence.
instrumentality. and expectancy bel iefs. and the nature of the relationship. if any.
between <:!mplovee attitudes toward work and job performance.

.
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The Relationship between Leadership Styles and Work Satisfaction:

It is implied that leader behavior has an effect on the follower's performance
and work satisfaction.

However. a sound basis exists for proposing that fol lower

perform ance and sati sfaction cause the leader to vary his leadership style ( Dumain.
1993 ). It has been argued that people develop positive attitude toward objects tha t are
instrumental to satisfying their needs.

This argument can be extended to leader-

fo Ilower rel ationships.
O rganizations reward leaders based on the performa nce of fo llowers
(subord inates). Leaders might then he expected to develop positive atttitudes toward
high-performing followers .

In a fie ld study. data was collected from fi rst- line

managers a nd from two of each manager's first -line s upervisors. The purpose o f the
research was to assess the direction o f't:a usal influence in re lationships between leadtr
a nd fo llowe r yµ riables. The results strong ly suggested that (I) leader cons ideration
behavior caused s ubordinate satisfaction. and (2) follower perfrm1rnnce caused

changes in the leader's emphasis on both consideration and the structuring of
behavior-performance relationships (Greene. 1975 ).
To conclude that all leader behavior or even a significant portion of such
behavior is a response to fol lower behavior would be premature.

However. an

examination of leader-follower relationship in tenns of work satisfaction showed that
leader behavior caused follower behavi or and fol lower behavior caused leader
behavior ( lvancevich and Matteson. 1999).

Multicultural Leadership and Work Satisfaction:

Thus for. the literature presented in thi s chapter has been strongly rooted in
Western cultures and organizations. Nevertheless. as the setting for this study is Thai.
and the sample respondents are all Thai. perhaps it is necessary to ask : To what extent
do particular leadership styles vary around the world?

Effective leadership in a

Nigerian manufacturing facility may he totally ineffective if transferred to the same
type of facility in Tha iland. The leader's role is performed in a context (i.e .. political.
or cultural).

A leader in a speci tic national culture may need to app ly various

attitudes and behaviors to exercise the right blend of influence to achieve relevant
goal achievement (Lewis. 1996 ).
A study hy Bass et al.( 1975) found that leadership attributes associated with
effective leadership results vary across cultures. Similary. Hofstede's four cultural
dimensions pro vide a good starting point

Lo

study across-country leadership

effecti veness. Employees who rank high on power distance (i.e. Indi a. Thailand. East
Africa. Indonesia) are more likely to prefer a directive style of leadership because
they are more comfortable with a clear distinction between managers and
subordinates. On the other hand . employees in countries that rank lov.· on power
'.l2

distance (i.e. Austria. Finland) prefer a more participative style of' leadership
( Hofstede. I 99 l ). Hofstede also argued that participative management approaches
that

are

highly

recommended

by

man y

American

researchers

can

he

counterproductive in many cultures. He further suggested that American researchers
tend to concentrate much of their analysis on leaders and not enough on subordinates
and their attitude toward leaders.
Research has shown. for example. that in Nigeria and Taiwan

(I)

economic

success is more likely to result from severe autocratic leadership styles. and (2)
success decreases with increasing consideration fr)r employees and their families
(Clehcrt and Stienkamp ( 1991 ). The skills are competencies of the leader. comprise
only one variable in the leadership context.

Other factors to consider include the

subordinates. the peers. the superiors. the task. and the task environment. Researchers
have considerable doubt about the generalizability of what is good leadership across
national and cultural houndaries.
Chapter 2 has outlined all the major thrusts of leadership us wel l us the key
theoretical concepts associated with work satisfaction.

In the next chapter. these

theories will he used to set a conceptual framework as well us the hypotheses for the
study.

CHAPTER Ill
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

As the literature proposes there is no hest leadership hehavior style that fits
every situation. All successful leaders know when and what hehaviors to use for their
followers in different situations.

The purposi: of this chapter is to identify the

conceptual framework as well as set hypotheses

f()r

this study.

3.1 Theoretical Framework:
Leadership Models

Based on the vanous theoretical frameworks or models depicted
Iiterature rev1ev.:

111

Ill

the

Chapter 11. four models were used as a reforence from the

leaders hip hehavioral and situational schools of thought. These are as follows:
The Ohio Model
The Michigan Model

The Managerial Grid
The Path-Goal Theory

Task ( )riented Behavior:
Ohio State researchers quoted that leadership style or hehavior was classified
as initiating structure that a leader would giw clear tasks or behavior. The examples
nf thi s hehavior are establishing rules. tasks. instructions. and procedures fo r team
members to achieve the group goal.

The Michigan studies further added to the

literature related to task and person oriented leadership styles.

Many effective leaders focused on task-oriented behavior such as planning and
scheduling the work. delegating works that subordinates would be able to do.
providing the necessary information. knowledge or tools for the subordinates to be
able to perform tasks well.

Moreover. the effective leaders always guided their

suhordinates in setting the goals with high and realistic and also guide them how to
achieve those goals.

Relationship Oriented Behavior:
Many people helieve that only task oriented behavior is not enough to
influence or push followers to complete tasks or achieve goals. Consideration was a
concept initiated hy Ohio researchers. it was also called employee centredness which
meant that the degree to which a leader acted or behaved to their subordinates in a
good relationship. supportive and friendly manner. Some of the hehaviors could he
identified as showing trust and conf-idencc. underswnding subordinates. helping them
to solve problems. helping them to enhance their capacities. supporting them. asking
for the input or ideas before taking a decision. However leaders also estab lished goals
and general guidelines for the subordinates to follow and allov.: them to have enough
authority to make decisions or freedom to act in their areas of responsibility.

I,cadersh ip (irid Behavior:
Since both task oriented behavior and relationship oriented behavior were
considered as the basic behavior for leaders. Blake and Mouton( 1977) deve loped the
leadership grid. This was deri ved from the concepts or task-oriented and relationshiporiented behavior. They developed five leadership behaviors by interpreting leaders·
attitudes about concern for people and concern

··>r-

,,,_)
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production. A leader who wants to

achieve optimum results in an organization requires effectiveness of both goals and
high levels of morale. through a relationship of trust and respect.
Onlv task and people oriented behavior would not be enough to explain an
eflective leader. Some people believe that an effective leader also needs different
actions or approaches for different situations. Therefore a contingency leadership
theory was developed to study the interaction of the leader according to the situation
(task structure. power position and leader-member relationship) at a given time. This
1..vas the mqior thrust of Fiedler"s Contingency Theory of Leadership.
House's ( 1971 } work on the Path Goal work lead to the development of a
complex theory involving four specific styles of leader behavior (directive.
supportive. achievement-oriented. and participative): and three types of subordinate
attitudes (job satisfaction. acceptance of the leader. and expectations about effortperformance-reward relationships). The directive leader tends to let subordinates
knov. what is expected of them. The supportive leader treats subordinates as equal.
The ;wrt icipat iw! leader consults with subordinates and uses their suggestions and
ideas before reaching a decision. The achievement-oriented leader sets challenging
goals. expects subordinates to perform at the highest level. and continually seeks
improvement in perfrmnance.
Based on the fr)ltr theories outlined above. a theoretical framework was set for
the current study as depicted in Figure 3. I
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Figure 3.1 Theoretical Framework

Leader-Behavior Styles

Follower 1 Su bordinates

• Directive
• Participative

Perceptions

• Achievement-Oriented
•

Supportive

Mot1vat1on

\"ERS
The second set of theories used in this framework relate to those of Work
Satisfaction. Several theories were used to measure levels of work satisfaction

or

respondents in this survey. some of which are theories hy Maslow. Hcrzhcrg. UHi .
and aspect of .IDI and MSQ.

Work Satisfaction:

Work Satisfaction is defined as ho\\· pc.:!ople feel about their work and their
work setting.

Work Satisfaction is related to the task performance of a leader.

Organization behavior researchers arc interested in accurately measuring work
satisfaction and understanding its consequences for people at work.

Two popular

questions that have heen used for measuring work satisfaction (:Ire the Minnesota
Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) and the Joh Description Index (.101). The MS()
measures satisfaction with working conditions. chances for advancement. freedom in
doing one·s joh with one·s own judgement. praise for good work and feelings
accomplishment. among others.

or

The .Jf)f measures the work itself. yuality or

supervision. relationship with co-workers. promotion opportunities and pa y.
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Judging from the integration of these two questionnaires. it is concluded that
the common measures of work satisfaction relate to pay. recognition and rewards.
promotion opportunities. work environment. and the task itself.

Pay is a

compensation system that bases an individual' salary or wage increase on the measure
of the person·s performance accomplishments during a specific time period.
RecoRnition and rewards is one factor or the extrinsic motivators which are positively

valued work outcomes that are given to the indi vidual by some other person in the
work setting.

The work itself is one of the JD! measurements which focus on

responsibility. interest. and growth that fo llowers expect to receive.

Promotion

Opportunity is considered as one or the ERG factors(growth) that individuals expects

after contributing to the firm.

Based on Herzberg·s two-factor theory. work

rnvironmem which is related to working conditions. layout. temperature. facilities and

the like. are otten the cause of work dis!-iatisfaction.

-

Integratin g the theories of leadership with those of work satisfaction. the
following Conceptual Framework has heen proposed for this study.

:m

Conceptual Framework for the study :

Independent Variables

Dependent Variables

Public I Private Sector

Figure 3.2 Conceptual Framework
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3.3

Research Hypotheses :

The study attempted to test the following hypotheses:
HI

There is a significant relationship of Employee Demographic Profile to Work
Satisfaction.

1-12

There is significant difference in the perception of leadership style
between employees in puhlic and private sector organizations.
There is significant difference in the perception of employee work

HJ

satisfaction between employees in puhlic and private sector organizations .
There is a signifi cant correlation between leadership style and employee work

H4

satislaction in private sector organizations.
H5

There is a significant correlation between leadership style and employee work
satisfaction in puhlk sector organizations.

Operationalization of Variables

3.4

Independent Variable:
Leadership Styles
I. Directive Leader

'

Supportive I,eader

a. Lets subordinates know what they are
expected to do.
h. Provides specific guidance for what
should be done and how.
c. Makes the group understand the leader's
part
d. Schedules the work to be done
e. Maintains standards of perfrmnance .

a. Shows concern for the wel l-being. of
subordinates.
b. Does little things to make work more
Pleasant
c. Treats members as equal
d. Is friendly and approachable
e. Creates a fri endly climate at work.
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3. Achievement-Oriented Leader

Sets challenging goals
Expects subordinates to perform the job at
their highest level.
c. Shows a high degree of confidence in
subordinates.
d. Emphasizes constantly on excellence in
performance

4. Participative Leader

a. Consults with subordinates
b. Solicits subordinates' opinions
c. Takes subordinates suggestions seriously.

a.
b.

Dependent Variable
Work Satisfaction Factors

Recognition/Rewar .

Bon us
Awards
Titles
Plaques

Promotion

Higher status
Opportunity for Growth
Advancement

Work Itself _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ ___ Challenging Work
Roles and Responsibilities
Motivating job content

Work Environmen,- - - -- - -- -- - •IJJ> Atmosphere in the workplace
Relations with others
Safety and health
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter discusses the methods of research to be used. respondents and
sampling procedures. research instrument questionnaire. collection of data. data
gathering procedures and statistical treatment of data.
This thesis intended to study the leadership styles of middle level managers in
both the public and private sector firms and link these styles to the work satisfaction
of subordinates. For the purpose of this study. two equally large organizations were
chosen. one in the private sector. and the other in the public sector.
The researcher planned on a three-month time frame for the field surveys. This
included the time f()r the pilot study before the final launch of questionnaires. and this
\Vas done on 20 respondents working for a semi-government organization. Thai
International Airways.

4. J Methods of Research used

The researcher made use of Descriptive and Correlation Research to describe
the quantitative terms and the degree to which variables are related. The researcher
selected multiple correlation. a technique used for combining independent variables
and relating them to the dependent variable. The research was conducted to
investigate issues as prescribed in the Conceptual Framework hy means of data
analysis as well as by means of recommendations. The secondary data came from
hooks ..iournals. published materials. as well as sources on the Internet.
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Correlation Coefficients generally range from - 1.00 to + 1.00
-1.00

Perfect negative correlation

- .95

Strong negative correlation

- .50

Moderate negative correlation

- .l 0

Weak negative correlation

. ()()

; .I0

Weak positive correlation

+ .50

Moderate positive correlation

1

i

No correlation

.95

Strong positive correlation

1.00

Perfect positive correlation

4.2 Respondents and Sampling Procedure

The firm chosen from the private sector was Bangkok Bank Limited. which
has its headquarters at Silom Road.

The Bank has a domestic network of 450

branches. and a total staff of approximately 25.000 people (www. bbl.co.th).
The public sector organization was the Ministry of the Interior. which
manages the Office of the Permanent Secretary. Department of Local Administration.
Community Development Department. Land Department. Public Works. Department
of Corrections. and Office

or Accelerated

Rural Development. The total number of

personnel employed by the Office of the Permanent Secretary is roughly the same as
Bangkok Bank. 24.860 people (www.thaigov.org).
For the purpose of this research. the respondents were selected from the
headquarters of the Bangkok Bank at Silom Road. The respondents selected from the
public sector were from the Office of the Permanent Secretary. Ministry of the
Interior. The ahove two sections of the organizations were chosen because they have
the largest numbers of employees. working full-time.

4:1

4.3 Sample Size:

To determine the sample size. the researcher has employed the following formula:

Where
number of items in sample

n

7 /\/ ., square of the confidence interval in standard error units
P

cc.

estimated proportion of successes

()

'' ( 1-p). or estimated proportion of failures

1:/\ 1

'-

square of the maximum allowance fix error between the true proportion and

-

sample proportion

The sample size of the study was calculated using the 95 per cent confidence
level and allowable error upto 0.05.

··c_

0.9604/0.0025

'" J84.16
approximately 400 samples

Given this sample size therefore. it was proposed that 200 samples he selected
from employees working for the organization in the private sector (Bangkok Bank J
and the remaining 200 from the Interior Ministry. Office of the Permanent Secretary.
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4.4 Instrumentation:

Questionnaires were used as the research instrument which compnses
questions that covered all the research questions as outlined in Chapter I. A
questionnaire was used to elicit data from the two groups of respondents. In order to
provide heller understanding to the respondents as well as to receive accurate
leedhack. the researcher prepared the questionnaire in English and then translated it
into Thai language.
The questionnaire was composed of the following sections:

Part l : The Personal Profile of the Respondents
Part II The Leadership Styles
Part III Work Satisfaction Factor.
The types of questions were designed in the form of Likert scale and multiple

choice for demographic profile.

The questionnaire covered the following sections:
Part I

is answered hy part I of the instrument on the demographic profile
in terms of age. sex. marital status. educational attainment. and experience

Part II

covers the four major leadership sty Jes used in this study. i.e ..
directive. supportive. achievement-oriented. and participative.

Part Ill ·· deals with the five aspects of perfrmnance and satisfaction. i.e ..
pay. recognition. promotion opportunities. the work environment and the

work itself.

4 1:,)

4.5 Statistical Treatment of data

The research used the following stati stical tools to answer the state1nent of
problem and research hypotheses of this study. After the questionnaires I survey data
was collected and encoded. the data was processed hy Statistical Package for Social
Science (SPSS). a statistical software for evaluation and analysis of the data. The
researcher used ordinal rank-order data

lo

answer each of the 4uestions on the

statement nf the problem and hypotheses. The following statistical scale was used:

Question No. I : The percentage and frequency distribution (mean. standard

deviation and mean average f'or analyzing the personal profile of
the respondents).

Question No. 2: Independent Sample T-Test and Levene· s Test was used to

measure the differences of response in the two sectors
in demographic profiles.

Question No. 3 : Average weighted rne(.111 as rel at iv<:: weights on 5 point Likert s<.:ale.

rnnsisti ng of five-category continuum of agreement-disagreement
and mean. standard deviation and mean average.

Descriptive Rating

® Strongly Disagree
Disagree

© l Jndecided
Agree

© Strongly Agree

Arbitrary level

I points

1.00 - I. 79

2 points

l .80 - 2.59

.1 points

2.60 . .1.39

4 points

.1.40 .. 4. 19

5 points

4.20 .... 5.00
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Question No. 4: Independent -Sample T-Test was used to measure the differences

of responses in the two sectors in terms of leadership styles.

Question No. 5 : average weighted mean on the 5 point scale was used to measure

the perception of respondents on work satisfaction.

Question No. 6: Independent -Sample T-Test and Levene·s Test was used to

measure the differences of responses in the two sectors in Work
Satisfaction.

Question No. 7: Multivariate Analysis of Variance ( MANOV A) was used in finding

relationships between demographic profiles and work satisfaction

Question No. 8: Pearson Correlation Coe1Ticient was used in finding relationships

between leadership styles and work satisfaction.

Research hypotheses will he tested at the .05 level of significance.

4.6 Pretest of Questionnaire and its reliability

In this study. the reliability of every variable was analyzed by the Cronhach-Alpha
CoeflicienL and a 0.5 significance level was used for testing all research hypotheses.
All Alpha (Cronhach) Coefficients in table were high in value. ranging from 0.74 to
0.93. It meant that the scales of measurement defined and used in this study had high
internal consistency and were considered reliahle.
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Table 4.1 : Alpha (Cronbach) Coefficients
····-······-·······----·-----··-- ····-······--···------.---····--·-- ··················-····---···-······-····················.. ······ ····· • ............. ··-,-·--·-- • .... ._. ... ,. ............. ....... - •...... .. ,. ___...... ........................... .... ......

Variable

I

cx.-Coefficient

i

1

.I

Standardized item

i

·····-···-····--··t· ·····- ·········-············-····-······----·········-···-····· ················· ........ ···+ ............... ........ .......... ·· ··. .. . . . . . . . . ... . . ......1
1

!·-··········-···-····-··········-··-············-·-··---····-·······

I Leadership Style

I

i

i' Directive
.

0.7942

0.7723

0.8571

0.8686

0.9315

0.9363

l

I Parti cipati ve
I
J

~

Achievement-ori ented

II! •support1w
.

0.8666

0

0.8722

i Work Satisfaction
Pay
,I Recognition and Reward

0.90 l 6

0.9053

0.7869

0. 7938

i Promotional Opportunities

j

0.7616

0. 7450

I The Job Itself

I

0.7476

0.7 183

0.90 18

0.9144

i ~~rk

Environment

~

J

...... . .....J

CHAPTER V
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

This chapter shows the findings and analysis obtained from the survey in order
to

answer the research questions and hypotheses indicated in the previous chapters.
The researcher distributed a total of 400 questionnaires. 200 each. to both

selected sectors. the public sector consisting of the Ministry of the Interior. and the
private sector. Bangkok Bank Limited. After collecting back the questionnaires. there
were l 88 valid questionnaires from the Ministry of the Interior. and all 200
questionnaires were considered valid for the Bangkok Bank Limited. Therefore. the
researcher performed the data analysis based on the number

or

questionnaires

collected hack.
This chapter begins with the profile of the respondents. followed hy testing
differences in the demographi( profiles

or

respondents.

The perceptions of

n:spondents on the leadership style and work satisfaction make up the third and frrnrth
sections of this chapter. The final section is the analyses

or hypotheses.

The Questionnaire and its Reliability
A total of 388 responses were received back out of 400 questionnaires. There
were some missing cases in some of the questionnaires. hence the researcher excluded
them from the data analysis.
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5.1 The Profile of the Respondents

This section is divided into 6 themes. age. sex. educational attainment.
position. job function. and length of service. The demographic profiles are exhibited
through the use of frequency distribution and percentage as follows:

5.1.J Age
According to the ravv· data of respondents. there were 88 respondents of
Ministry of the Interior and 105 respondents of Bangkok Bank were in the J 1-40
years range. The age of the respondents is divided into 4 groups.

There were 193

respondents or 49.9% of all respondents whose ages were in the 31-40 years range.
This range composes the largest portion of the population. l 0 I respondents. or 26. I%)
were in the 21-30 years range. f()l\owed by 65 respondents whose ages were 41-50
years old. amounting to 16.8°/c•. The minority group was the group of 28 respondents
whose ages were 51-60 years representing only 7.2(Yri of the sample.

Table 5.1.1: Frequency Distribution by Age

Total
Interior

Limited

Frequency

Percent

21-30 years

67

]4

IOI

26. I

3 l-40 years

88

105

193

49.9

41-50 years

25

40

65

16.8

5 I -60 vcars

8

20

29

7.2

Total

188

199

388

so

I()().()

5.1.2 Sex
lahle 5.1.2 shows that the gender of respondents was principally female. there
were 272 respondents or 70.1 %. who were

f-C~male.

Whereas. l l 6 respondents. or

29.9<Yr> of the total respondents. were male. Apparently for the female. there were 139
respondents of Ministry of the Interior. and l 33 respondents of Bangkok Bank.

r··- .... ·-.- _______
Sex
r········--·M;~ 1~

I

Female

1··
I

!,...........

T___

Table 5.1.2: Frequency Distribution by Sex
Mi;i';try-~fth-;-·-1

t,i

- -i---······ ··-

I

To'"' ·· .T...
.

. ___.l.....

Interior

·· 49
139

·--s;.-;gkok Bank

l

--------· Tot~1··------·

·-----·-i

...

1- F~;q~;-;;~-y--r--. -p-;;:~;~1-·-·1
.... ,.....................-.. . (,::7·- -.. --.-- . ---r-.. ------ Ti6 ______ t ..... 2<.»J> ··1
Limited

j

1

I

133
2rHJ

-----T88_____ ...... ···f-.. .
I

.......,.,.....-..~----·····-·······---····· -l.·-··-·-·--··..·--·-·-··-............

J

J

I

272

I

70.J

···· ·· I········· 388-----··--·t--. . . . . .loo:·rx----- . -j

I

......1

.. •• •. ••.. • . • •• . . ••

-

I
J ...

!
····· . . ...... .. .... .

r-

~
5.1.3 Educational Attainment

The majority of 297 responde nts. or 76.5%. were those w hose educational
att::iinments were at Bachelor/College·s Degree leve l. As from majority. 129
respondents of Ministry of the Interio r and 168 respondents of Bangkok Bank were at
Bachelor degree/College. There were 2 equally distrihuted groups of respondents
counted at the same number (17 respondents or 9.5% of all surveyed respondents) .
The first. were those who had graduated with Masters degrees. and the second. those
who had only high school education. While. 13 and 4 respondents. or 3.4% and 1%
of all surveyed respondents. had only elementary and diploma levels respectively.
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Table 5.1.3: Frequency Distribution by Educational Attainment
Educational

Ministry of the

Bangkok Bank

Attainment

Interior

Limited

Total
Frequency

Percent

13

3.5

17

37

9.5

-,

4

1.0

297

76.5

12

20

High School Graduate
Diploma

·'

Bachelor/( 'ollege

129

168

Graduate Master

26

11

188

200

9.5

37

Degree

Tot"/

388

5.1.4 Position
From the total respondents of this study. there were 146 respondents of
Ministry of the Interior and 175 respondents of Bangkok Bank were staff level
employees. There were 321 respondents whose positions were staff. representing the
largest part at 86.5%. followed by 50 respondents. or l 3.2(Yc) of all survey respondents.
who were in middle management. Several respondents failed to state their positions
and this is shown as missing data in the table.

...

*

Table 5.1.4: Frequency Distribution by Position

Position

Total

Ministry of the

Bangkok Bank

Interior

Limited

Frequenc
y

Sta1T Level

146

175

321

86.5

Middle

26

24

50

13.2

5.1.5 Job Function

A total of 200 respondents. or 51.S(Yo of all surveyed respondents. who have
worked for Bangkok Bank Limited formed the majority group.

While 188

respondents. or 48.S'Y<, of the total respondents. are those employed by the Mini stry of
the Interior.

Table 5. 1.5: Frequency Distribution by .Job Function
-- ---

-- - --····;-·------- - -- ·r· ----- · -- --------- --·----- · --

.Job Function

Ministr) of the ·i",~.t~·,:i~~r
1

I

.

Frequency

flank ~.1~l'ed.
Total

1

·j. . ...... --- ... . -----i-8~f .. - - -- · --t..
I?

Bangkok

---------1- ------ -------------------

; .
!

i

...1...

-- --- -- ----------------- ---1

i

Percent

-------- --------~i'8:5--·--

i

II

.....

2~'.)
388

-----.... -- .. --

L. ...~.1 :5
!

i

i:

..

100.0

... - __j__ -----

5.1 .6 Len2;th of Service

Most respondents have worked for the organizations fr)r over 14 years. There
were 25 respondents work in Ministry of the Interior and 59 respondents of Bangkok
Bank had a length of Service above 14 years. A total of 84 respondents. or 2 l. 7'Yo.
was in this range. followed hy 68 respondents. or I 7.6°1i1. who have had working.
experience between l 1-12 years. There were 48. 41. and 35 respondents. or 12.4%.
I0.6%. and 9% of all surveyed respondents. who ha ve worked fo r 9- 10 years. 7-8
years. and 1-2 years respectively.

In contrast. 17 respondents. or 4.4% of all

respondents. who have had working experience of helow l year. were the minority
group.

'

!
.)

Table 5.1.6: Frequency Distribution by Length of Service
Length of . ·1 - -Mi~i;try -~f th-~---1·· ---·---B~..-gk·~·k·- Bank ·--·- --l .... . .
Service

-----T--;;i;i--- ------..... . . .

1--F~equency p;~~ent

i

2

i

17

4.4

!

4

I

35

9.0

!

I

Interior

!

Limited

i

15

1
:

.- ·..·----------·-·-·· -~----- -- ·-------·-------··----1--·--------·--·-----·---·-·--·-----+-·-··-·--------------------

Belov,,· I war
•

i

I

1-2years

[

I

3-4 years

31

I

3I

J

i

17

:

i

!

7-8 vears

i

9-10 years

11-12 years
I J-14 years

I

Ahove 14 vears

I

-----·~·-1

I
1

!

;

34

i

11

28

I

7.2

14

27

41

I

10.6

~~ \~ I. R

;:

;; I :;:

8.8

I

I

26

f;;1~i-- --· ·- 1· -- ---- ----···-·---·--------

. . L.....
Q..

t'

i

l

5-6 vears

J

1aa

J

59

·· ·--·+·····---·--·----··---···· ·

J........ . .

...

2mJ

84

1

!

2 1. 7

t ··------399· · --1------ioo:fT~
.....!....• ........

... ... .. . ..·---····-- ·- ·····.!

-
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5.2 Testing Differences in the Demographic Profiles of Respondents

This section was provided to answer the 211<1 research question whether there
are differences in the demographic profiles of respondents in the two sectors. public
and private. chosen for this study. The Independent-Sample T-test was employed for
test ing. the differences between two populations. Since. there should he the test of
equality of variance of two populations selected for the study. heforc testing the
equality of means. Levene·s Test was used .

I

i

Table 5.2: Independent-Sample T-test of Respondents ' Demographic Profiles
Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances

Sex

r·:qual \'arianccs assumed

F
10.284

Sil!..
.00 I

Equal 'ariances nol assumed
Age

I·:qua I 'arianccs assumed

.902

.34>

I·.qua I 'arianccs not assumed
l·:qual

1 arian ccs

assumed

Ed 11 cat ion a I
Attainment

J·:q ual 'arianccs nol assumed

Position

l·:qual q 1riam:es assumed
l·:qual 1 arianccs

Lenght of
servitor

1101

28.

1>7'.l

.000

I~ 4ual 1 arianecs nol ass um cd

t
I .NJO

df
J86

Sig.
(2-tailed)
.1 10

I .W4

.185.959

. I I !l

-.l.JH9

385

.(}()(/

-4 ..196

384.999

.000

- I .4J9

J86

.151

- I .420

.1 1.1.860

.156

1.741

. 188

.695

.1 69

.487

.'19.\

.l57 ..16 I

.488

-N .895

.000

-x.sin

.\X.'i

.000

-8.488

333.993

• (J(J{J

assun1ed

l·:qual 1·arianccs ussumed

t-test for Eoualitv of Means

Tahle 5.2 shows that there were differences in age and length of service of
respondents. Since. the p-value of Levene· s test for equality of variance of age factor
( "c

(U4J) was larger than the significance level of 0.05. the equal variance assumed

was used. And the p-values of the Hest for equality of means

or thi s factor was 0.00.

which was less than the significance level of 0.05. hence it shows that there was
difforenct· in respondents· age. Moreover. the p-value of Levene·s test frn equality of
variance of length of service factor was 0.000. which was less than the signi fi cance
level

or 0.05. the equal

variance not assumed was concentrated. And the p- value

or

the Hest for equality of means of this fo.ctor was 0.00. which was less than the
signiticance level of 0.05. so. it implies that there was difference in respondents ·
length of service.
hn· the remai ning factors. sex. educational attainment. and position. the test

showed no di1Tercnces in the respondents. because the p-values of al l factors were
larger than the significance level of 0.05.

Table 5.2. I showed the figures also provided by the Independent-Sample Ttest that "hovv the respondents· age and length of service in the public section difier
from the private section··. For age factor. the mean of the Ministry of the Interi or was
1.86. while the Bangkok Bank Limited mean equaled 2.23. Thus. the difference mean

or these two sections was 0.37.

Jn addition. the Ministry

or the

Inte rior mean of the

length of service factor was equaled to 4.87. whereas. the Bangkok Bank Limited
mean was 6.86. So. there was the difference mean equaled to 1.99.

Table 5.2. l: Respondents' Means of Age and Length of Service
vari~hi~ ·· ·

.

Age

T

·· -:;·ob·--F~~~tion

Mean

·---····---+····--- ·-···---·-·-·· ··-····----- ·--·-·-·---··· -----· + --- -··-·.
i
Ministry of the Interior

1.86

I

l
Length of Service

r
iI

.J ..

... ·T· o-iii~;:-e~-ce

M~~~

i
!

i

0. J.,

j

Bangkok Bank Limited

i

................

Ministry of the Interior

6.86

- ----····-·-·· ....... . . .

The third research question proposed to find out the perceptions of

respondents in terms of the leadership sty le. and the section be low answers this
research question. The five-point-scale was used for rating the responde nts·
perceptions levels based on the descriptive rating and arbitrary level shown as

·····-~

I

4.87
/. <)<)

Bangkok Bank Limited

·1

---·-·· ·--···-·-. ··-- ·-;-·-- --·----·-··----·-·-·-·· --~

5.3 Perceptions of the Respondents on Leadership Style

follows :

.

!

Descriptive Rating

Arbitrary level

@ Strongly Disagree (SD)

I point

1.00 ·- 1.79

Disagree (D)

2 points

1.80 -- 2.59

G Undecided (UND)

3 points

2.60 . 3.39

4 points

3.40 ···· 4. I 9

5 points

4.20 - 5.00

Agree (Al

© Strongly Agree (SA)

In this study. the leadership style composed of four factors. directive.

participative. achievement-oriented. and supportive. The descriptive statistics were
used

to

find out the respondents · perceptions on each factor.

5.3.1 Respondents' Perceptions on Overall Leadership Style

Table 5.3. J: Rating of Each Factor of Overall Leadership Style

I

·· ·

··· ·-~

·-

· ivi'i~i'~try

r

·9~~gk~k

·l ·

·····-

l

1

j

Factor

!

r i:l;;~~ii~c
j

of the

i

Bank

!

Overall Perception

* t-!:;::~-+~~~':-he~~ l --sii_f_ 1
------------------ ----- ,- - 3-25- 1 ·
--j -J:"i":-i- -h-87 [ JN~

Participatiw

i' Achievement-oriented

I

!

J

R;;ting

jj()-

;
!;

3.7 1
. . 74
.).

;
:!

3.69
, 77
.L

I
i•

3.70
. . 7r.
. ) . l)

J

!

;

0.87 I
() . ')7 I

I

:::::;;;.ade~;J;Jpszy~t -~:~~ -= -~,;;~- J :.::-!-~::~ 1 ~

57

i

A
A

!:

j

Table 5.3. I shows that

the perception of respondents toward overall

leadership st yle was rated at ··agree leve l'" with the average mean of 3.58. This
impli es that the respondents agreed with their supervisors' overall leadersh ip style.
There was on ly one factor the respondents rated as --undecided" wi th an average mean
of 3.22. and this was directi ve factor. The rernammg styles. i.e .. parti cipati ve.

achievement-oriented. and supportive. were perceived as ..agreed".

And the

participative style was the one that had the highest average mean. 1.76.

5.3.2 Respondents' Perceptions on Directive Factor

Table 5.3.2 shows that the overall perceptions of respondents on directive
factor was ··undecided .. with the average mean

or 3.22. and

a standard dev iation of

0.87. In contrast. there were only two items on which the respondents agreed wi th
their direct superiors. i.e .. urging them to complete their tasks in ti me. and following
up on thei r assignments. For the 1 remaining items. they were mostly rated at the
··undec ided lever·. and the 2 11tt item. which was concerned with giving the respondents
instructions and orders. was rated at the lowest mean. which equaled to 2.83.
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Table 5.3.2: Respondents' Perceptions on Directive Factor
...... ..

......... ···.,···--······· ·-·· ... .. ............................................................................... . ....

~--·-·-······ -· - ·-- ---··

····· ... ·T·····-·····--·-·-·······--r···············, ..·················T··--·--········;······-··· ·
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[

!

Mean

!

SD

! Ratmg ,

.---.-··-----------------·---·--··-··-·-··--------__)_____ · --·- . . . Ji. . ---rl----------··_j
l .28
UNO i

· 1. Mv leader always tells his/her staff what. how and ! 3.14

·

1

!
i

My leader is always giving his staff instructions

2.83

I

!

1

I

l

1

II
l

i

I

•

I

when lo do a job.

I

;

!
UNO

1.20

1
t

and orders.

3. My leader is strict about observing regulati<)l1S.

3.07

1.24

UND

4. My leader is always urging hi s staff to complete

3.42

1. 19

A

3.6 I

1.1 1

A

their tasks in time.

i )_

Even aher assigning the work. my leader follows

:

up on assignments.

~--- - - --- --

--o;;;;.;;i/Directive Factor

i

-----,

.1.22

-::S:.

I

I 0.8~-UND

i__________.______.--·--.. -·-··----------·------------~--------------------·--------------·--·--·-J_______ _J ___,____J_____________________

5.3.3

Respondents' Perceptions on Participative Factor

The overall perceptions of respondents on the participative factor. fell in the
··agreed le ve l.. with an average mean of J.76. and standard deviation of 0.97. which
meant that the respondents agreed with their direct superiors· participative style. All
items under this theme were rated at the same leve l. i.e ...agreed level... The item
stating that the meeting atmosphere is generall y comfortable and encourages people·s
opinions. was rated at the highest mean. 3.82.

i
:
j

Table 5.3.3: Respondents' Perceptions on Participative Factor
r···-····-- .............

.. ...... ·········----------- ---- -----···--·--·····--·..···'·"··-····------------·--·-·--..
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'
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~--··---- My
- -------leader
-·--"--·----- -·--·
consults others before making

!1

Mean i

SD

I Rating !

I. 12

i

---------·-·-· - - ----+------+--~---~-------J
1

! 3.63

;

.

i

!

A

!

!

decisions.
The meeting atmosphere is generally comhmable

3.82

1.06

A

3.77

1.11

A

3.80

1. 12

A

3.76

1.10

A

and encourages people's opinions.

My leader welcomes stafl's opinions and considers
each opinion.
4

I
I

My leader is a good listener and advisor.

SJ j

My leader invites suggestions from staff when

'
i
I
I

!

there is department problem.

····· · -···-·-···-· +--

Overall Participative Factor

. . . .L. 1.16

· + ······-···---··---.. ·····11__
!
!

.97

J...

-

.. ....... --- - 1

I

A

. .. L .

r-
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S.3.4

~

Achievement-oriented Factor

The overall perceptions on achievc.::ment-oriented factor by respondents were
perceived as .. agreed .. with the average mean ofJ.64. and a standard deviation of
0.49. This meant that the respondents agreed with the achievement-oriented style
employed hy their direct superiors in terms of emphasizing excellence in performance
of respondents. showing a high degree of expectation and confidence in respondents ..
and maintaining work standardization. There is only one item that was rated at the
.. undecided level ... which was concerned with the superiors· setting challenging goals
that had the lowest mean of 3.26.
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Table 5.3.4: Respondents' Perceptions on Achievement-oriented Factor
r-·--- --·--

!

t 1·

----·---··--·- -- --···----··----------·--Item

---~----·---,------

I Mean I
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1
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1

Rating l

·1.98- ·-r···--().-()4·---t· ··/.\
I

I

I

performance.

SD

···-j

i

!
l

'

:

i

i

I

My leader shows a high degree of confidence in

i

his staff.

I

i

i 3 My leader expects his staff to perform at their

l

highest level .

i4

I

My leader sets challenging goals for me.

3.65

1.0 I

A

3.75

0.94

A

3.26

0.96

UNO

3.57

0.99

A

I
I

s1 1
I

i

I
I

My leader maintains definite standards of

I

i

performance.

!

Overall Acltievement-oriented Factor

. ·---·+-----· -~; 3.64 ,
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5.3.5 Respondents' Perceptions on Supportive Factor

Table 5.3.5: Respondents' Perceptions on Supportive Factor

- ·--·- -,-·-----1------·---! Mean ! SD , Rating !
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I
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•

l

I

•
I

I

i
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his/her staff

:

,

I

l

l

'

'

J

:

i

I

'

I can always approach my leader with my personal l

<

3.29

1.1 1

lJN D

3.84

1.04

A

3.79

1.21

A

3.86

1.22

A

. . ·+···1 · .... -··· ·-·· ··-·····f········

A

problems.

3

My leader is friendly and approachable.

4

My leader creates a warm atmosphere in the

SJ

workplace.

My leader encourages after office geHogethers
and staff events.
'

. . . . · ·--·· · · · --· -·-··· -·--··--··-··-···--···· · · · ---·· · . .. .. . . . . ............. · · · · .,. ... --+--

0. 97 I
····-···............ ····-····-·-··--····· ................ ----·-..··-··-····-·-··-····- ···-··· ··-·-····..·-·· _________L_ __·······-······-·- ....L........ ·-·····-···· -·-·
Overall Supportive Factor

1

3. 7()

J.

As shown in Table 5.3.5. the respondents· overall perceptions on the
supportive factor. tell within the .. agreed range·· with an average mean of 3.70 and
standard deviation of 0.97. meanmg that the respondents agreed with the direct
superiors· supporti ve style. There was only one item that was rated in the .. undecided
range·-. i.e .. approaching the leader with personal prohlems. which had the lowest
mean

or 3.2 9. As for the remaini ng

items. the respondents rated their perceptions at

··agreed level.. in term s of leaders' attention to the well-being

or staffs. being friendly

and approachable. creating a good atmosphere. and encouraging after office gettogethers and staff events.
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5.4 Perceptions of the Respondents on Work Satisfaction

The analysis on this section. answers the 5111 research question stated in
Chapter I. which is related to the perceptions of respondents on each work satisfaction
factor. The tive-point-scale was employed in evaluating the respondents' perceptions
leve l hased on the descriptive rating and arbitrary level exhibited in the previous
chapter.

S.4.1 Respondents' Perceptions on Overall Work Satisfaction

Table 5.4. I: Rating of Each Factor of Overall Work Satisfaction
....., ...iViinistry 1-iia~-gk~k--T----·- ··· ·
'

'
'

Factor

i

I· .. ··· ····

! Pay

· · · ·· ······

+·
i

I Recognition and Reward
I The Job Itself
i Promotional Opportunities

I

i

'
.

Bank

Interior I Limited

I

i

Overall Perception

I

.
:

!

[

!- · ·-M-~-;~. --+-····rvi;;~·--+--Mca~---r·- - so-·- - T·-R;ti~g. .i

I

!

of the

· . ··-

!

!

I
.
!

·-+ ···· -2.91
- · ···· · . · .+. . .2.·-(')5-- . -j·---- -·0.72
... ............t ..... ·-------·--1
! lJND
3.35
!
3.27
3.3 I j 0.60 I lJND i
3.1 7 !
3.05
l 3.11 I 0.57 lJND i
2.99

!

1

!

I

'

;

l

'j

3.41

)

3.26

I

'!

3.33

I 0.62
I

I

I lJND :
:

t;v:;";;';~:~,;~;:Ja~ti~+~.~- tX~ :J ;.~~ -_
f-~~;:-±t§n·_ j
Table 5.4.1 shows that the perceptions of respondents toward overall work
sati sfaction was rated in the "'undecided level .. with an average mean of 3.22 and a
standard deviation of 0.45 . This implies that the respondents wen: undecided on
whether they were satisfied with their work. It appears that the work environment
foctor was only one factor that the respondents were satisfied with. and it was rated at
··agreed leve l"' with the average mean of 3.42. The remaining foctors. i.e .. pay.
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recognition and reward. the joh itself. and promotional opportunities. were all
perceived as ··undecided·· . And the pay factor was the factor that had the lowest
average mean. of 2.95.

5.4.2 Respondents' Perceptions on Pay Factor
In ta ble 5.4.2. the respondents · overall perceptions on pay were within the
··undecided range .. with an average mean

or 2.95

and standard deviation of 0. 72.

meaning that the respondents were uncertain ahout their satisfaction wi th pay. There
is onl y one item that was rated within the "'agreed range ... which was concerned with
the company's increase of salary in the economic crisis with the highest mean of 3.42.
Whereas. the respondents rated their percept ions in the ··undecided level .. in matters
of competitive pay. appropriate set of fringe benefits. good standards of li ving

-

provided hy income. and reasonable salary.

r-

l:a

Table 5.4.2: Respondents' Perceptions on Pay Factor

..,

·-

My joh provides an appropriate set of fringe

3.14

1.00

UND

2.72

1.12

UN D

benefits.
3

1 am comfortable wi th the standard

or livi ng my

income provides.
4

My salary is appropriate to my qualifications .

2.78

1.00

l JND

5

The company pays increased salary for employees

3.42

1.09

A

in times of financial crisis.

i
. ....... ········-·· -·················· ·······-1··

Overall Pay Factor

!

j

·······-······+····

2.9.5

I

I

· · +·· · ·UND
0. 72
1

.. .1 ... ····-· .........

. J • . • • •• •
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5.4.3 Respondents' Perceptions on Recognition and Reward Factors

Table 5.4.3 shows that the overall perceptions of respondents on recognition
and reward factors fell in the "undecided·· level. The average mean and standard
deviation was 3J l and 0.60 respectively. This implied that the respondents were
undecided on whether they were satisfied with the company recognition and reward
policy. And the perceptions of respondents on superiors· acknowledgement of
subordinates· performances were "undecided"' with the lowest mean of 3.0 I.
Moreover. feelings of holding honorable position. and being recommended for
promotion. were also rated in the "undecided range". However. the respondents were
satisfied with respect and acceptance from other people dealing with them .

Table 5.4.3: Respondents' Perceptions on Recognition and Reward Factors
,
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!
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I
II

!

!
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My colleagues always seek my advice.

3.42

0.85

I

A

i

9
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0. 75

A
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0.99
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5.4.4 Respondents' Perceptions on the Job Itself Factor

Since the average mean and standard deviation were valued at 3.33 and 0.62.
the overall perceptions of respondents fell in the .. undecided level". This meant that
the respondents were uncertain about their satisfaction with the job itself. There were
only

~

items. routine and uninteresting work. and work rotation, which were

perceived as ··undecided··. hut they had a stronger effect on the respondents· overall
perceptions than the 3 remaining factors which were rated in the ··agreed lever·.
However. the respondents agreed with items concerning reasonable amount of work.
nevv experience and learning from work. and the challenges related to initiating work.
Table 5.4.4: Respondents' Perceptions on the .Job Itself Factor

··r-

. . . . . . . . ... . · · · ··-· ...........T . .
··. .so·· .
·1
. .The
-··-· ·-amount
·-··"'" . ·----·
· · ·-----·--···----------···----··· ~-. ·. -. . . +-~--1-.--·---~
of work I expect to do is reasonable. . _,.4() , 0. )_, ,
A
:
~
I
. . . . . . . . . . . -... .....

,t~; ····..

i\1';·;~· ·· ·r

R~ti~g

!

!
I

Much of the work I do is routine and uninteresting.
....

·'

2.96" I

1.04

lJND

3.45

1.07

A

3.80

0.92

A

2.97

l.12

l JND

i
I

!

Each project I work I do givt:s me new experience

1
.1
!
;

and learning.
4

5

I feel challenged when initiating a new task.

The company normally rotates the employees to
work frH" different departments.

····---· _...·-·--··--·..._ .._ _ _____,,,_......... ..._,,... ··-· ·- - -. ..J....-

••

I ... . .
·-·---+-··"-··0.62 I UND I
~

Overall the Job Itself Factor
i 3.33
...-...-...... ..........···-·---..-- ......-......- ....-................-....................L.................... .. . ____..._...........L.... . . .... .. .... J

• •\(lual l'<'Sttll acq111nng fro111 lhc data lhal 11wc 11<11 rc·(odctl.

•• Rc,ult <1<:qu1n11µ frn111 evaluation of the re-coded dala 11r1hc 2nd 11cm and 11thcr rcnrn111111g ilcm'
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5.4.5 Respondents' Perceptions on Promotional Opportunities Factor

The overal l perceptions of respondents showed an average mean of 3.11 and
standard deviation of 0.57. This was placed in the "undecided lever· which showed
that the respondents could not decide on whether they were satisfied with the
organization's promotional opportunities.

Table 5.4.5: Respondents' Perceptions on Promotional Opportunities Factor
Item

• ·\cttrnl ,,·,;uh acq111n11µ li'nm th,· data that \\Cf<' 11111 fl'· cc1tlctl

.. Rcsull acq1m111µ frnm cval11atic111111'1hc rc-c11dc<I data nl'thc 2nd itc111 and other rc111ai11inµ itcnb

l inder thi s factor. all items were rated within the "undecided range". and the
lowest mean was va lued at 2.97. which implied fevv opportunities for promotion. The
highest mean was rated at 3.35. which was concerned with promotion hased on
working ability. hut even this statement fell within the ··undecided leve l...
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5.4.6 Respondents' Perceptions on Work Environment Factor

Since the average mean and standard deviation were valued at 3.42 and 0.88.
the overall perceptions of respondents fell in the "agreed level ... This meant that the
respondents
organizations.

were satisfied

with

the

work

environment

provided

hy

their

Although. there were only 2 items. appropriate working condition

arrangement. and feeling of safety. which were perceived as ··agreed'". they had a
stronger effect on the respondents· overall perceptions than the 3 remaining items
rated in the ··undecided level... However. the respondents were undecided on their
satisfaction with the items concerning suitable work station. equipment supporting
work. and feelings of comfort related to working conditions. The item related to
adequate equipment had the lowest mean of 3.21.
Table 5.4.6: Respondents' Perceptions on Work Environment Factor
Item
.,.., .,,,' -

. ,... , ....
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The company provides appropriate working
conditions.

12
I

Suitable work stations are provided for each

l.15

UNO

3.21

1.13

UND

J.38

1.1 I

lJND

I

function.
)

Company provides adequate equipment

to

support

work.

!4

I arn comfortable with my working conditions.

!

i
!I •')

i

l
!

J

i

i

:

!

I

feel safe in my job.

J.52

J

i

l.03 +·

... ..Overall
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Work Environment Factor
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0.88
1

'
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5.5 Analysis of Hypothesis 1

In this section. the Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was used to
determine the relationship between employees· demographic profile and their work
satisfaction in order to answer research question no. 7. mentioned in Chapter L as
1

well as the I ' hypothesis stated in Chapter Ill. In addition. the Scheffe Test was also
used for displaying the means of W<H'k satisfaction. The null hypothesis would be
rejected. ir the p-value of the hypothesis was kss than alpha. or a significance level of
0.05.

Ho : There is no significant relationship of Employee Demographic Profile to
Work Satisfaction.
Ha : There is a significant relationship of Employee Demographic Profile to
Work Satisfaction.
Table 5.5.1 : Summary of Analysis of Variance
Demo1>ranhic Factor
Work
Satisfaction
Pay/Salary

F

Gender
.078

A!!e
.692

Educational
Attainment
2.057

Position
.787

Length of
Service
I. 105

Sig.

.781

.557

.086

.456

.JS9

]-

.784

1.2T2

2.566

1..107

.994

Sig.

..\76

.284

.038

.272

.441

Promotional
Op 1>o rtu n i ties

I·

.018

.914

1.210

1.578

2.204

Sig.

.894

.4J4

.306

.208

.027

Work Itself

1

.992

1.277

2.301

.:'i38

1.156

Sig.

.321)

.282

.OW

.584

)
__')_)

1.66 7

3.550

2 ..\ 12

. 7.16

l.:'il:'i

. I tJX

.015

.057

.480

.1:11

l.271

1.029

3.127

1..\40

.749

.260

..180

.015

.263

.648

Recognition

-

~--

Work
Envircmment
Overall Work
Satisfaction

I

Sig.
I
Sig.
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Since. there were 5 sub-factors. i.e .. pay/salary. recognition. promotional
opportunities. work itself. and work environment.

111

terms of work satisfaction.

hypothesis I consisted of 30 (5 x 6) sub-hypotheses. Table 5.5. l shows only the F
statistics and the p-values for all of these tests. Based on the p-values exhibited in
Table 5.5. l. four sub-hypotheses were rejected at the 0.05 level of significance. which
are described as follows:

Sub-Hypothesis 1.1

\\JERS/
Ho: There is no significant relationship between Age and Work Environment.
Ha: There is a significant relationship between Age and Work Env ironment.

Table 5.5.1 shows the p-value of the sub-hypothesis l . I was 0.015. which is
less than the significance level of 0.05. so. the null hypothesis was rejected. It means
that there is a relationship existing between work satisfaction measured in terms of
work environment and age of the respondents.

And the Scheffe test showed the

means of satisfaction with work environment across age groups in the l(.> llowing table.

Table 5.5.2: Mean Ratings of Work Environment Factor by Age

r-

= ~g~ ----+-~~:oye•rj~~=~__L 4~~~·+1 s1~0~':'~_1
I

I Work Environment

1

.).50

I

.d 1

.).5._

J.88

.....J... . . . . . . . . . . . . . -............. .-.....1...... ... ·-' · · ···-··· -· · · · ·-· · · ·'·... . . · · · · · · -··· --··-· ··-. . .1... .... . . ...-·.... ... . ... . . ....1

Table 5.5.2 shows that the means of satisfrtction with work environment of'
respondents tended to increase as age increased. except for the age ranging from 11.lO years old. This implies that younger respondents tend to he more dissatisfied wi th
the work environment than older respondents.
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Sub-Hypothesis 1.2

Ho: There is no significant relationship between Educational Attainment and
Recognition and Reward .
Ha : There is a significant relationship between Educational Attainment and
Recognition and Reward.

Tahle 5.5. l shows that the p-value of the sub-hypothesis 1.2 was (l.038. which
was less than the significance level of 0.05. so. the null hypothesis was rejected. It
means that there is a relationship existing between work satisfaction measured m
terms of recognition and reward. and educational attainment of the respondents. And
the SchefTe test showed the means of satisfaction with recognition and reward across
educational attainment groups in Table 5.5 .J.

Table 5.5.3: Mean Ratings of Recognition and Reward by Educational
Attainment
1 ·· Educ~iio~-ai" ___

fiig.h· · ···roiiJ-io;~- ·· iia~h-eio·~····r--· M;~t~~

fEle~e~ia·;:;;·

I Graduate
I
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I
1----- -

I
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I

I
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I
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!

I

j

__j

3

I

College

j

Degree
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Tahle 5.5.3 demonstrates that the means of satisfaction with recognition and

reward of respondents tended

lo

decrease. with increasing levels of education. This

implies that respondents who have hi gher education levels tend to he dissatisfied with
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their recognition and reward. whereas. the other groups tend to be more satisfied with
their recognition and reward.

Sub-Hypothesis 1.3

Ho: There is no significant relationship between Educational Attainment and
Overall Work Satisfaction.
Ha: There is a significant relationship between Educational Attainment and
Overall Work Satisfaction.

Table 5.5. l shows that the p-value of the sub-hypothesis 1.J was 0.0 15. which
r~jected.

was less than the significance level of 0.05. so. the null hypothesis was

It

shows that there is a relationship existing between overall work satisfaction and
educational attainment of the respondents. And the Scheffe test showed the means of
work satisfaction across educational attainment groups in Table 5.5.4.

Table 5.5.4: Mean Ratings of Overall Work Satisfaction by Educational
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Tahle 5.5.4 shows that the means of overall work satisfaction of respondents
tended to decrease. while. education levels increased. This implied that respondents
who had higher education level tend to he dissatisfied with their work. whereas. those
with less education tend to be more satisfied with their work.

Sub-Hypothesis 1.4
Ho: There is no significant relationship between Length of Service and
Promotional Opportunities.
Ha: There is a significant relationship between Length of Service and
Promotional Opportunities.

Table 5.5.I shows that the p-value of the sub-hypothesis 1.4 was 0.027. which
was less than the significance level of ().05. so. the null hypothesis was rejected. It
means that there is a relationship existing between work satisfaction measured
terms of promotional opportunities and length of service of respondents.
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And the

Scheffe test showed the means of satisfaction with promotional opportunities across
length of service groups in Table 5.5.5.

ot

~

°'

f/1at1'5'6\@\I
Table 5.5.5: Mean Ratings of Promotional Opportunities Factor by Length of
Service
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Tahle 5.5.5 shows that the means of satisfaction with promotional
opportunities of respondents varied according to each length of service. For example.
employees who have worked for 5-6 years form the group that have the highest level
of satisfaction with promotional opportunities. Whereas. respondents. who worked
for less than I year. were satisfied with their promotional opportunities at the lowest
levd

(mean ~..,

2.83 ).

5.6 Analysis of Hypothesis 2

\\JER
This section was provided to answer the 41h research question and the 2'\(1
hypothesis. The Independent-Sample T-test was employed for testing the differences
between two populations. the Ministry of the Interior (public sector) and Bangkok
Bank I,imited (private sector). Since. there should be the test of equality of variance
of two populat ions selected for the study.

before testing the equality of means.

Levene· s Test was used for this condition.
The null hypothesi s would he rejected. if the p-value of the hypothesis was
less than alpha or a significance level of 0.05.

~

fl1at1~'6\i\~

OI

Ho : There is no significant difference in the perceptions of leadersh ip style
between employees in public and private sector organizations.
Ha : There is significant difference in the perceptions of leadership style
hetween employees in public and private sector organizations.
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Table 5.6: Independent-Sample T-test of the Selected Respondents' Perceptions
of Leadership Style
Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances

F
Directive

J·:q ual variances assumed

Sig.

Pll r lidpativt>

l·:qual \·a rianccs assumed
1-:qual 1 arianccs not assumcu
Lquaf \·arianccs assumed

.(121

.4]1

.2:l I

.(1.\

~ ..114

I

. 127

1-:qual variances not assumed
Achievement-or
iented

l·:qual 1 arianccs nssumed

Overall
Leadership

F.qual \·arianccs assumed

2.2 15

.137

I·: qua I \ arianccs not assumcJ
..'79

1-:qual 1 arianccs not assumed

.506

]X I

Sig.
(2-tailed)
.6 1]

.508

380.620

.6 I 2

.2 ICJ

3X2

.834

.2 I 0

.H8.692

.834

I

I·:qua! variances not assumcJ
Supportive

t-test fo r Equality of Means

.S:llJ

elf

-.215

.\!Vi

.830

-.21(1

.IX.'l.071

.829

- I . I l)5

382

·-·'·'

-1.20 I

.1 77.Cll 5

.230

-.05(1

371

.955

- .05(1

.172.31 ()

.955

~~~

Table 5. 6 shows that there is no difference in the perception of leadership style
between employees in puhlic and private sector organizations. Since. the p-value of
Levene· s test for equality of variances of all factors was larger than the significance
level of 0.05. the null hypothesis was accepted. Moreover. the p-values of the t-test
for equa lity of means

or all factors under the leadership style were larger than the

signi llcance le vel of 0.05 (directi ve "' 0.613. supportive '=" 0.834. part icipati ve == 0.8]0_
achievement-oriented= 0.233 and overall leadership style= 0.955). so. the null
hypothesis was accepted. Thus. it could be concluded that there was no difference in
the perception of leadership style between the two selected groups of employees.
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5. 7 Analysis of Hypothesis 3

'J'I11s
. section
.
.
prov1.des the answer to the 6111 researc h question
an d t I1e ·'. . rd

hypothesis. The Independent-Sample T-test. and Levene·s Test were once again used
to find out the answer. The null hypothesis would be rejected if the p-value of the
hypothesis were less than the alpha or the significance level of 0.05.

Ho : There is no significant difference in the perceptions of employee work
satisfaction between employees in public and private sector organizations.
Ha : There is significant difference in the perceptions of employee work
satisfaction between employees in public and private sector organizations.

Table 5. 7 shows that there are differences in the perception of employee work
satisfaction in terms of the job itself and work environment between employees in
public and private sector organizations.
The p-value of Levene· s test for equality of variance of the job itself factor
was 0. 711. which was larger than the significance level of 0.05. hence the nul l
hypothesis was accepted. Moreover. the p-values of the t-test for equality of means
for this factor was 0.019. which was less than the significance level of 0.05. so. the
null hypothesis was rejected. This implies that there is a difference in the respondents·
perceptions on satisfaction with the joh itself.
For the work environment factor. the p-value of Levene· s test for equality of
variance of this factor is 0.952. which is greater than the significance level of 0.05.
hence. the null hypothesis was accepted.
equality of means

f()J"

Moreover. the p-value of the t-test fr>r

this factor was 0.043. which was less than the significance level

16

of ().05. so. the null hypothesis was rejected. It implies that there is a difference m
respondents' perceptions on satisfaction with their work environment.

Table 5. 7: Independent-Sample T-test of the Selected Respondents' Perceptions
of Employee Work Satisfaction
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Eqmtlity of
Variances

\
Pay/Salary

t-test fol' Eaualitv of Means

-,;:,

~ :-..

II
F
.145

l·:qual variances assumed

'r,..

I;!:

l·:quul 1 ariances not assumed
l·:qual variances assumed

Recognition and
reward

<i.24X

t
I. I 07

df
.1!!'.I

Sig.
(2-tailed)
.2(11)

1.10(1

.177.8.17

.270

1.425

.l X2

.155

1.412

.180.909

. I 51

1.94(1

.lXI

.052

1.952

.l7X.722

.052

2..H7

383

.()/9

2 ..'\54

.l 79 ..199

.01 9

-2.tJ34

384

.()43

-2.<JJ5

.1lG.2 IO

.04.l

1.085

.171

.27X

1.089

.'70.% 1

.277

....

Si2.
.704

.01.1

l·:qual 1 arianccs not assumed
-

Promotional
Oppm·tunities
The .Job Itself

l·:qual rnrianccs assumed

1.12.1

.251

1-.qual 'aria nee~ not assumed
l·:qual q1riunces assumed

.137

.7 II

Equal 1 arian\:es not assumi.:d
Work
Environment
Overall Work
Satisfaction

l·:qual 1 arianccs assumed

.004

.952

Lqual 1 arianccs not assumed
l·:qual 1 arianccs assumed

2549

l'. qual 1 arianccs not assumi.:d

~m1'P:

. I II

'b'JG

-

"

For overall work satisfaction. the tests demonstrate no differences in the
perceptions of employees in public and private sector organizations. because the pvalue was 0.278. which was larger than the significance level of 0.05. So. the null

hypothesis was accepted.
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5.8 Analysis of Hypothesis 4

This section shows the relationship between leadership style and employee
satisfaction in the private sector organization and answers the 8111 research question
stated in the Chapter I. The Bivariate Correlation Test (Pearsons Correlation). was
employed to test this set of hypotheses. and the leve l of significance in this study wa::-;
set as 0.05. The results of the test were interpreted according to Correlation
Coefficient Range as follows:
Correlation Coefficients generally range from -- 1.00 to + 1.00
-1.00

Perfect negative correlation

- .95

Strong negative correlation

-

Moderate negative correlation

.50

=

- .I 0

.00

-::S::.

.,_..

Weak negative correlation

-

No correlation

l:=a

Weak positive correlation

+ .50

Moderate positive corre lation

+ .95

Strong positive correlation

+ 1.00

Perfect positive correlation

r-

~

For thi s set of hypotheses. the correlation test resulted in a 2-tailed value. so.
the statistical form for this set of hypotheses was stated as follows:

Ho : p = 0

Ha: p::f:. 0
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The null hypothesis would he rejected when Sig. (2-tailed) or p-value was less
than ex.

Ho : There is no significant correlation between leadership style and employee
work satisfaction in the private sector organization.
Ha : There is a significant correlation between leadership style and employee
work satisfaction in the private sector organization.

From the results shown in Table 5.8. the correlation coefficient between
overall leadership style and overall work satisfaction was 0.539. and its p-value was
0.000. which was less than the level of significance of0.05. Thus. the null hypothesis
was rejected. It implies that there is a modest positive correlation between overall
leadership style and employee overall work satisfaction in the private sector
organization (Bangkok Bank Ltd).
A more detailed examination of the correlation coefficients between the 4
dimensions of leadership style and 5 dimensions of work satisfaction shows that they
are between 0.140 and 0.539. Al I of them have p-values that were less than the
significance level of (l.05. except the correlation coeffici ent between supportive style
and pay. Thus. the null sub-hypotheses of all dimensions. except supportive style and
pay. were r~iected. This implies that there were significant relationships between the
other three dimensions of leadership style and all dimensions of work satisfaction.
Because the correlation coefficient between supportive style and pay was 0.132 and pvalue was 0.063 . which was greater than the significance level of 0.05. the null subhypothesis was accepted.
Moreover. the correlation coefficient between the participative style and
overall work satisfaction exhibited the highest value
7~)

(r ==

0.487). which fell in the

St. Gabriel's Library, Au

level of moderate positive correlation. The correlation coefficient between the
directive style and promotional opportunities displayed the lowest value (0.140).
which fe ll in the level of weak positive correlation.

Table 5.8: Correlation Coefficients of All Study Variables in Private Sector
Organization

( 'orrclulion

Overall Work
Satisfaction

Sig. (2-lailcd )

Pay/S11lary

<'orrclation

Ret•ognition
and reward
Promotional
Opportunities
The .lob Itself

H

_

' \ ,,.1\

}> \>

-

Participative
.487*

Achievement
-oriented
.427*

.132

.000
.201 *

.000
.190*

.IJ63

.004

.007

.329*

.429*

.381"'

.ooo

-

"

.000
.259*

.000
.278*

.000

.000

~

.472*

.303*

-

.000
.298*

.000
.281 *

.000

.000

Directive
Su1>1>0rtive
.318*
.368*

.000
.290*

.000
.333 *
.000
.222*
.002

,r

.000

Sig. {2-tailcd)

.000

( ·orrcl•1tion

.458*

Sig. (2-lailcd)
{ ·orrclalion

.000
.296*

.140*

.213*

Sig. (2-lailcc..l)

.000
.432*

.050

.003

. 180*

.3 11 *

.O il

.000

( 'orn.:latinn

.000
.348*

.20 1*

.242*'

Sig. (2-tailcd)

.000

.004

.001

<'nrrclation

Sig. ( 2-tai lcc.J l
Work
Environment

Overall
Leadership
Style
.539*

~~

('orrc:lalion is sig.nilicanl at the Cl.01 k\(: I (2-taikdl.

"' ( ·urrc lal ion is sig.ni Ii cant al the Cl.05 lei cl (2 -luilcd).

(:::)

5. 9 Analysis of Hypothesis 5

This section establishes the relationship hetween leadership style and employee
satisfaction in the public sector organization and answers the 8111 research question
slated in Chapter I.

The Bivariate Correlation Test (Pearsons Correlation) was

employed to test this set of hypotheses. and the level

or significance was 0.05.

The

correlation results ohtained from thi s test was interpreted according to Corre lation
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Coe1Ticient Range and the statistical form for this set of hypotheses was stated as in
the previous section.
The null hypothesis would be rejected when Sig. (2 -tailed) or p-value was less
than u.

I-lo : There is no significant correlation between leadership style and employee
work satisfaction in public sector organizations.
I-la : There is a significant correlation between leadership style and employee
work satisfaction in public sector organizations.

The lindings shown in Table 5.9 demonstrate that the correlation coefficient
hetween overall leadership style and overal l work satisfaction was 0.359. and its pvalue was 0.000. which was less than the level of significance of 0.05. Thus. the nul l
hypothesis was re_iected. It implies that there is a nearly moderate positive correlation
hetween overall leadership style and employee overall work satisfaction in the publi c
sector organization (The Ministry of Interior).
A more detailed examination shows the correlation coefficients between the 4
dimensions of leadership style and 5 dimensions of work satisfacti on were between
0. I 53 and 0.425. which were significant at 0.05 levels of significance. Interestingl y.
there was only one factor of work satisfaction. that of pay. which had no relationship
with all f'our leadership styles. Since. all p-values for the pay factor were greater than
the level of significance of 0.05. all null hypotheses for this factor were accepted.
In contrast. the job itself factor had relationship with all four leadership styles
varying from weak to moderate positive correlation (0.417 --· 0.153 ). Because all pvalues ofthe joh itself factor were less than the significance level of0.05, all null
hypotheses of th is factor were rejected .
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For other factors. the directive style had no relationship with all dimensions of
work satisfaction. except the job itself factor. Since. all p-values of directive factor
were greater than the level of significance of 0.05. all null hypotheses of thi s factor
were accepted. except the job itself factor. Although the work environment factor had
a relationship with overall leadership style. especially the participative style. the level
of correlation was just at weak level (r = 0. I 70 and 0.192 respecti vely. Because all
the remaining p-values were less than the significance level of 0.05. all null
hy potheses of these were rejected. The correlation coefficient between the
participative style and recognition and reward factors showed the highest value (r =
0.425) falling in the nearly moderate positive correlation level.

Table 5.9: Correlation Coefficients of All Study Variables in Public Sector

-

Organization

Overall Work
Satisfaction
Pay/Salar~'

( 'orrclation
Sig. (2-tailcJ)

Overall
Leadership
Style
.359"'
.000

C'orrcla1ion

Sig. (2-tailcl.I)

~--

.IL

Directive
.U2

SuP11ortivc f'artici11ative
.281"'
.366*

Achievement
-oriented
.324"'

.000

.OX2

.000

.000

.059

. I OX

.041

.0 16

.071

.4.13

.148

.58 1

.827

..\42

'--'

.368"'

-.0 u

.370*'

.425"'

.344*

Sig. t2-tailcJ)

.000

.X63

.000

.000

Promotional
01111ortunities

(. 'orrclation

.255"'

.OJ I

.252"'

.258"'

.000
.246*

Sig. (2-Lailcd)

.()!!()

.001

.000

.001

The .Joh Itself

( 'orrclali on

.OOJ
.417*

.153*

.342"'

.405*

.341 "'

Sig. t 2-tailcdl

-.ooo

.039

.000

.000

.000

Work
Environment

( 'orrclution

.170*

. 125

.050

. 192*

.1.19

Sig. (2-lailcd)

.023

.093

.50J

.009

.060

Recognition and
reward

(. 'orrc Iat ion

*"- Corrc:lation is signilicunl al LhL' ll.01 lc1c l (2·tai kLll.
'''. I 'orrcla1io11 is signilic<tnl al lhc 0.05 lc1cl !2-lailedl.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS,
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION

This chapter includes four

m~jor

sections. The first section is the summary of

the findings of research questions and hypotheses. second is the conclusion of the
study. third is the recommendations. and the last section includes the suggestions for
further research.

6.1 Summary of Findim:s:

The study identified the independent variable. which is Leadership Behavior
styles. i.e.. Directive. Participative.

Achievement~Oriented.

and Suppo11ive. The

dependent variable. which is Work Satisfaction consisting of factors such as pay.
recognition and reward. the job itself. promotional opportunities. and work
environment. The sample respondents were employees
puhlic sector organization. i.e. the Ministry

or two

organizations. one a

or Interior. and the other. a private sector

organization. The Bangkok Bank Ltd.

The survey instrument used was divided into three parts:
Part I

or the instrument covered questions on the rcspondents'demographic profile in

terms of age. sex. marital status. educational attainment. and experience
Part 2 covered the four major leadership styles used in this study. i.e .. directive.
participative. achievement-oriented. and supportive.
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Part 3 dealt with the five aspects of performance and satisfaction. i.e.. pay.
recognition. promotion opportunities. the work environment and the work itself
The questionnaires were distributed to a total of 400 employees of the two
organizat ions. 200 to selected employees of the Ministry of Interior. and 200 to
selected employees of The Bangkok Bank Ltd. Respondents completed the
questionnaires and a total of 388 were returned. 188 from the Ministry of Interior and
all 200 from The Bangkok Bank Ltd.
The collected data was analyzed by using the Statistical Package for Social
Science (SPSS). the statistics that were used were Average weighted mean. Pcarsons
Correlation Coefficient. and the t-lest.
This study explored the relationship between leadership behavior and work
satisfaction of employees in the two organizations. The following are the summary
findings that were based on the research questions and hypotheses.

6.2 Findine:s of the Study:

I. Demographic Profiles of Respondents: The findings showed that 70.1 %1 of

respondents were female and a mere 29.9°/ci were male. A total of 101 respondents or
26.1 <l,;(, were in the 21-30 years range. A total of I 93 respondents or 49.9%1. formed the
majority and were in the 30-40 years range. followed by 65 respondents whose ages
were 41-50 years amounting to l 6.8%1. The minority group was the respondents who
were over 50 years. amounting to 7 .2% of the total respondents.

From the survey. I 7 employees or 4.4% had worked for their organization for
less than a year. 35 employees or 9% had worked for 1-2 years. 34 employees or 8.8%
had worked for 3-4 years. 28 employees or 7.2% had worked for 5-6 years. The other
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groups of length of service were 41 employees or I 0.6% who had worked for 7-8
years. 48 or 12.4% for 9-10 years. 68 empl oyees or 17.6% who had worked for 11-12
years. Th irty two employees o r 8.3% had worked for 13- 14 years and 84 employees
or 2 1. 7% had a length of serv ice of over 14 years.
From the survey data. there were 297 respondents who had bachelor's degree
which formed the majority at

76.5%. On the other hand. an equal number of 37

respondents were in two groups. i.e .. high school graduates. and those with Masters
Degrees. A total of 13 respondents had education leve ls which were lower than high
school level. wi th the minority group of 4 respondents. or I% who had dip lomas.
In terms of position levels. the largest group. 321 or 86.5%, of respondents
were in the staff level. 49 or 13.2%, were in middle managem<:!nt. and just I or .3°!t>
was in the supervisory level.

-

~

r-

~

2. Differences in the Demographic Profiles of Respondents
The tests showed differences in only two factors
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the respondents'

demographic pro files. These were age. and length of service. For the remammg
factors. sex. educational attainment. and position. there were no significant
difterences in the respondents' profiles.

1 tl'el

3. Perceptions of the Respondents on Leadership Styles
The perception of respondents toward overall leadership style was rated in the
agree level with a mean of 3.58. Nevertheless. for the directive style. the respondents'
perception foll within the undeci ded level wi th a mean of 3.22. The participative style
had the highest mean of 3. 76.

,)
8 (."

In terms of the directive factor. respondents gave low ratings to factors that
dealt with their leader's style in issuing orders (2.83 ). telling subordinates exactly how
and when to do jobs (J. 14) and his/her strictness about regulations (3 .07).
In contrast. for the participative style. respondents gave high ratings to almost
all tivc factors. consulting (3.63). encouraging their opinions (3.82). welcoming staff
opinions (.177). being a good listener and advisor (3.8). and so lving departmental
problems through consultation with staff {3. 76 ).

4. Perception of Respondents on Work Satisfaction

The perception of respondents on their overall work satisfaction fell within the
undecided category (mean 3.22). Out of the five variables. four were in the undecided
level. i.e .. Pay (2.95). Recognition and Reward (3.31 ). The Joh Itself (3.11 ).
Promotional Oppm1unities (3.33). Work Environment. however. foll within the agree
level with a mean of 3.42.
The lowest mean was seen
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the Pay factor. wherein respondents were

undecided on whether their pay was reasonable as compared with other firms (2.68).
the standard of living their pay provides (2. 72) and the pay being appropriate with
their qualifications (2. 78). The pay factor that was given the highest score was for the
pay that the organization gave its employees during the period or financial crisis
(3.42).

On the other hand. the highest mean was seen in the work environment factor
(.1.42 ).

Respondents felt that their organizations provided appropriate working

conditions (3.65 ). had suitable work stations for each function (3.34 ). and they felt
safe on their jobs (.152).
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S.

Hot

There is no significant relationship between employee demographic
profile and work satisfaction

According to the test. it can be concluded that was a significant relationship
between age and work environment. The means of respondents' satisfaction with their
working environment showed increases in the older age groups. with the highest
satisfaction seen among those who were 51-60 years ( 3.88) as compared to that of
those in the younger age group of 21-30 years (3.5 ). The test also demonstrated a
significant relationship between recognition and reward and respondents' educational
levels. with those having the highest qualifications showing the lowest level of
satisfaction (Masters Degrees - 3. l 5 ). as against those who has just elementary level
of education (3.82). The third significant relationship in terms of demographic profile
was between promotion opportunities and length of service. The test showed that
those respondents who had worked between 5-6 years had the highest level of
satisfaction with promotion (3. 35) as against those who had worked for less than one
year who had the lowest level of satisfaction (2.83 ).

6.

Ho2

There is no significant difference in the perception of leadership
style between employees in public and private sector organizations.

According to the results. it could be concluded that there were no significant
differences in the perception of employees on leadership style in the two sectors. All
p-values for the four styles of leadership were larger than the significance level of
0.05.

Bl

7.

Ho3 : There is no significant difference in the perception of work
satisfaction between employees in the public and private sector.
The findings showed that there were significant differences in two factors. i.e.

the joh itself and work environment between employees in the two sectors. The
private sector employees showed a higher mean on these two factors (2.64 and 2. 96)
against those in the public sector (2.35 and 2.03) respectively.

8.

Ho4 : There is no significant relationship between leadership style and
work satisfaction of employees in private sector organization.
The findings showed that there was a significant correlation between

leadership style and work satisfaction of employees in the private organization. Thee
were significant relationships between all styles and work satisfaction. except for one.
This was between the supportive style and pay. The correlation between the directive
style and promotional opportunities displayed the lowest value (r=0.140) whereas that
of the participative style and the job itself displayed the highest value (r=0.472). In
terms of overall work satisfaction in the private sector organization. the highest score
was seen for the participative style (r=0.487).

ot
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9.

Ho5 : There is no significant relationship between leadership style and work
satisfaction of employees in the public sector organization.
From the findings it could be concluded that there was a significant

correlation between leadership style and work satisfaction of employees in the public
sector organization. Four of the five factors of work satisfaction were significantly
related to leadership styles. Interestingly only pay was the one factor that showed no
relationship to any of the leadership styles. The lowest score was evidenced on the
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directive style and recognition and reward (r=.O 13) and the highest was between
participative style and recognition and reward (r=0.425 ).

10. A comparison of the two sectors in terms of leadership style and work
satisfaction

Almost every leadership style was more strongly related to the factors of
work satisfaction in the private sector. The correlation coefficient of overall
leadership style and overall work satisfaction was stronger in the private sector
(r=0.539) as against that of the public sector (r=0.359). In terms of the variance
between each leadership style and overall work satisfaction in the two sectors. it can
he seen that the directive style and overall work satisfaction was 0.318 in the private
sectors as compared to 0.132 in the public sector. For the supportive style of
leadership. in the private sector. r=0.368 as compared to 0.28 l in the public sector.
Another

1m~jor

difference was observed in the participative style. r==0.487 in the

private sector. as against 0.366 in the public sector. Finally. for the achievementoriented style. r=0.427 in the private sector, as against 0.324 in the public sector.

6.3 Conclusion on the research findin2s:

In this study. there were three primary domains of focus in the data findings.
The tirsl is the demographic information of employees in the two sectors selected f(w
the study. The second examined the relationship between the four leadership styles
and the five work satisfaction factors. The third revealed the differences in the
perception of respondents on leadership style and work satisfaction in the two sectors.
An examination of the profile of employees showed that the majority of
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respondents were between .31-40 years. there were more fomales than males. the
majority had bachelor degree level education. and the largest number of respondents
had been working for their organizations for over 14 years.
The types of jobs that these respondents were engaged in were mostly of the
staff type. which means dealing with enormous amounts of document processing.
The findings of the study showed two interesting aspects. One. that higher
educational levels result in lower overall work satisfaction. but especiall y in term s of
recognition and rewards. Second. that it was not those who had the longer work
experience who were most satisfied . but those who had worked for a period of 5-6
yea rs.
What is also interesting about the findings is that the lowest rating was given
to the directive style of leadership. Although it might be true to say that both the
public sector (The Ministry of Interior) and the private sector (The Bangkok Bank
I,td.) have very strong bureaucratic organization structures. where employees
experience directi ve style of leadership. the overall mean fo r this style was the lowest
of all four styles. This could imply that employees in both sectors prefer leaders who
allowed them a certain amount of decision-making rather than telling them exactly
how and when to carry out their tasks. Given the strong relationship-orientation of
Thai culture. it is not surprising that the participative style showed the highest mean.
In light of the economic crisis that started in July 1997 and which affected
almost every company in Thailand. it is not surprising to see that Pay was the facto r
which showed the lowest mean of all work satisfaction factors. Many employees
seemed unhappy with their pay and standards of living. While the Mini stry of Interior.
as a puhlic sector organi zation offers lower rates of pay than organizations in the
private sector. many hanks have also cut the bonus rates of their employees during the
financial crisis.
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A second factor that showed a low mean was promotional opportunities factor.
This is understandable given the structure and promotional policies of the two selected
organizations. It is a commonly known fact that promotions are very slow in public
organizations and although the same cannot be said for the Bangkok Bank Ltd .. the
number of promotions have definitely been reduced in the past five years.
The relatively high scores on work environment is not surprising. Both the
organizations selected for the study have overal I satisfactory work conditions. which
include restrooms. staff lounges. and parking spaces.
It is quite surprising that the study did not evidence differences in the
perception of respondents in the two sectors on leadership style.

As mentioned

earlier. both organizations are bureaucratic in nature. with a high level of routinization
of tasks and centralized control. It is more than likely that leaders in both sectors
employed very similar styles in managing their employees.

-

However. on the final question of differences in overall leadership style and
overall work satisfaction. the findings are in line with the researcher's expectations.
Hence it is not surprising to see evidence of stronger relationship between leadership
style and work satisfaction in the private sector than in the public sector. There is a
difference in the expectations of private and public sector employees. Public
employees generally stay with their organizations for their entire careers. entering at
an early age and remaining until they retire. The organization climate changes very
little over the years. and employees are set in routine tasks with very few demands
made on them. The policies on pay. promotion. and other matters depends on the
overall government policy as stated by the Office of the Civil Service Commission.
rather than their supervisors in the department in which they work. On the other hand.
private sector employees join a company with the objective of learning as much as
they can

al

the initial stage. and then moving on. Their salaries and promotion. as
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well as the leadership style in their particular units. depends very much on their
immediate supervisors. They look for training and development on their jobs. and
often use one job as a stepping stone to another better one. Hence their expectations of
their supervisors' leadership style and their levels of satisfaction are of much greater
importance

to

them than their counterparts in the public sector.

6.4 Recommendations:

Given the amount of time that employees spend at work. they want
opportunities to contribute and to know how their work contributes to the
organization. Very ohen. a directive style of leadership can make this difficult. Some
recommendations that the researcher can make based on the findings are as follows:

-

More Participation: Employees today are better educated than in the past.
and expect more in terms of empowerment. Leaders need to share more in formation
with their employees. so that they can help improve the processes and environment
that they are involved in. on a daily basis.

o!

~ .,

1at1ai\i\\I
Meaningful Rewards: The profitability of a company is directly related to the
quality of its employees. therefore there must be ways to reward higher productivity
in employees. In both sectors. a performance-based reward system can not onl y help
lo

reward valuable employees but also become the way to increase long term

commitment.
The lindings showed that both sectors employed almost three times the
number of females as males. Given the fact that women have the double responsibility
of work and family. organizations in both sectors can help to create more family92

based incentives such as creches and free nursery education for children of their
employees.

Better Training Opportunities: Employees want to develop meaningful

careers. and to do this. they need to get opportunities to learn. to increase their
responsibilities. and to make decisions. While governmental organizations do offer
training. this is not widely available to all levels of staff. What organizations in both
sectors need to do is to allow employees to try new kinds of work. and to grow.
expand their capabilities. and avoid boredom. Employees who have no chance to try
different types of jobs with their current employer are likelier to leave in search of
something new·. this is particularly true for capable employees in the private sector. So
one option these organizations can undertake is to allow employees to try a new job
at least temporarily without transferring from their current position. If they like the
11C\.\'

work. they can request official transfers.

6.5 Suggestions for further research:
The findings of this study has raised additional questions for further
investigation. These are as follows:

1&tlel

Further research is needed to explore other dimensions. apart from leadership
styles that impact work satisfaction. This is especially important in public sector
organizations because most research thus far. has J(:>eussed only on employees in
private enterprises.
Additional research is needed in the area of culture and its impact on work
satisfaction. Most studies conducted on Thai workers have included job content and
context factors. but have not included Thai values and their relationship to work
satisfaction.
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Finally. additional comparative research would be useful in studying
ditlerences between work systems in Thai public organizations and those in
neighboring countries. such as Singapore. Taiwan. and Hong Kong. These countries
are among the Asian Tiger economies with relatively efficient public organizations.
SLich data would help Thai organizations. which are slowly emerging from the past
,.ivc years of economk slowdown to restructure their operations frff enhanced
productivity.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is an instrument that is designed for collecting data of your
perceptions on leadership style and work satisfaction. Please answer all questions
according to your honest opinion and perceptions :

Part I

Demographic Profile of Respondents

Please mark ( X) in the blank as an answer to the questions.
1. What is your gender?
Male

Female

,.,..,,

__ J 1-40 yrs.

___41-50 yrs.

_ 6 l yrs. and above
3. What is your highest educational attainment?
.... Elementary Graduate
____High School Graduate
........ Bachelor I College Graduate ___ Master Degree
4.

What is your current position in the company'?
Staff Level
___ Middle Management

-~ Diploma

.... Doctoral Degree

____ _Supervisor

). Hovv long have you been working in the present company'?
Belovv l yr.
6-7 yrs.

2-3 yrs.

12- l J yrs.
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4-5 yrs.
___ I 0- l l yrs.

Direction : Please choose only one sca le in each statements that described the best of
your opinion and feeling. Using the same method for answering in Part II-I V. Each
statement will base on the following scale:
I Strongly Disagree
4 Agree

2 Disagree
5 Strongly Agree

3 Neutral

Part II Leadership Style
Directive
I. I always plan my daily work schedule .
.., My supervisor often asks the progress of my work.
"' My supervisor always tells hi s/her staffs what. how. where
.L
And who will work before assigni ng.
4. I always follow what my supervisor says .
5. I have to work fast with high quality output because my
supervi sor likes high achievers.

3
"'

4
4

5
5

·'"'"'
·'

4
4

5
5

"'

4

5

"'

4
4

5
5

4

5

2 3 4

5

...,

2
2
2

2
I

·'

.)

~

Controlling
6. My supervisor always gives me instructions and orders.
7. My supervisor urges me to complete my work on time.
8. My supervisor is strict about the observing regulations.
9. My supervisor pays attention to the well being of his/her
subordinates.
I 0. Alier giving work directions. my supervisor still supervises
my work.
I
Supporting
11 . I can always approach my supervisor with my personal
problems.
I 2. My supervisor welcomes his staffs opinion and analyzes
its merits.
1.1. I am happy to work with others to accomplish my tasks.
I4. My team works together efficiently and effectively.
15. My supervisor is a good listener and advisor.
Participating
16. I consult with others befi.1re making decisions.
I 7. My supervisor asks me to meet his customers
when he is not available.
18. My supervisor is friendly and considerate.
19. The meeting atmosphere is usually comfortable and
conducive to decision-making.
20. My supervisor makes suggestion on how
to do our jobs.
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Facilitating
21 . My supervisor likes to use brainstorming as an approach
in solving a problem during meetings.
22. My supervisor always suggests new ways of doing things.
n. I could talk to my supervisor anytime whether it is on
work or non-work related topics.
24. I contribute to the planning process.
25. My supervisor always listens to my suggestion.

Motivating
26. I sometimes receive recognition for work I've done well.
27. My supervisor gives me recognition when I do my job well. I
28. My supervisor is concerned about benefits like
promotions and pay raises.
29. My supervisor will compliment me if I achieve my job
objectives.
30. Achieving my objectives increases my chances for more
challenging jobs.
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Part III

Work Satisfaction

Pay I Salary

3 I . I think that this company's pay is reasonable when
compared with other companies.
32. My ,iob provides an appropriate set of fringe benefits.
:n. I am comfortable with the standard of living my income
provides.
34. My salary is appropriate to my qualification.
35. The company pays increased salary fix employees
in times of financial crisis.

·'..,
·'

4
4

5
5

I

·'..,"

4
4

5
5

4

5

I

2

Recognition

36.
.17.
.18.
39.

My supervisor acknowledge my work that is well done.
I hold an honorable position.
My colleagues always seek my advice.
People respect and accept me when dealing business
with them.
40. I am usually recommended for promotion.

2

-'

I

I

I

1

GI

2
2
)

Work Environment

5 l.
52.
53.
54.
55.

The company provides appropriate working conditions.
Suitable work stations are provided for each function.
Company provides adequate equipment to support work.
I feel comfortable with my working conditions.
I feel safe while doing my _ioh.
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I

Work Itself

46. The amount of work I expect to do is reasonable.
47. Much of the work I do is routine and uninteresting.
48. Each project I work I do gives me a new experience
and learning.
49. I feel challenged when initiating a new task.
50. The company normally rotates the employees to work
for different departments.

.,

·'
3

I

I have a good opportunities for promotion.
My opportunities are somewhat limited.
My promotion is based on my ability.
I get unfair promotion policy.
I get regular promotion.

}

2
2
2

Promotion Opportunities

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
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